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Southeastern Book Company
to relocate in Tappan building
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Jim Sims. owner and president of
Southeastern Book Company Inc.. Mayfield, has
announced today the relocation of his company
to a portion of Murray's vacant Tappan
facilities. The industry, which tentatively is anticipating a near doubling of its current payroll.
will be operational within the next six weeks
should all go according to schedule.
Sims said this morning that plans for the
relocation of his business are 99.9 percent final,
with an official 10-year lease being signed
sometime Friday.
Instrumental in securing the new industry
were the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce and the Murray-Calloway County
Economic Development Corporation.
Southeastern Book Company will bring with it
to Murray an annual payroll in excess of onequarter million — those figures being based on
current company statistics which do not reflect
the expected addition of 30-35 employees over the
present 40 within the next 12-18 months.
Founded in 1975 by Sims and his wife on $15,000
borrowed Money, the corporation deals primarily in the buying and selling of discontinued col-

lege textbooks.
From a -small basement with concrete blocks
and 2x4's for shelving. Sims has led his businss to
phenomenal growth in a few short years. From
that first loan, to a budget of 3.5 million in 1984.
his business now serves all 48 states in the continential Unites States plus Alaska.
'•Many of today's books that have been discontinued by one college or university are still in use
at other institutions." he explained. "It is our
business to locate these facilities and bring them
and the needed textbooks together."
Sims says the move to Murray is something
that will be a major benefit to his company. "The
design of the former Tappan building will be
very appropriate for future growth and expansion of our company," he remarked. .
Buddy Buckingham, chairman of the
Economic Development Corporation — a group
formed to receive and manage the Tappan industrial site — stated that his group was very ex- cited about the relocation for two reasons. -To
begin with, we have an occupant coming into the
old Tappan building. And secondly. this will
mean a tremendous boost in drawing other industries to those other parts of the site." he
commented.

Steve Zea, executive vice-president of the
Chamber, reiterated his pleasure with the announced move by adding. "This company will be
a great addition to our industrial community. We
expect, just as they do, to see a large growth in
the company during the upcoming years."
Sims said that Murray was picked over several
other locations as a suitable relocation site for
his business after talking and visiting with
representatives of the community. He noted that
he had also approached Paducah about the pro.
posal. but in the end selected Murray because of
the. readily available facilities.
Zea said that a minimum amount of renovation
work was being completed in preparation for the
move. "Right now we're doing some electric
work to allow Southeastern better utilization of
the building." he pointed out.
He also said that this company in particular
will be a great asset to Murray because It Is an
extremely clean. non-poluting industry. "This
will benefit the community trememdously." he
said.
According to national statistics, the additionof
any 100 new jobs in a community means an increase of approximately SI 4 million in retail

(Continued on Page 2)
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EXCITED — (From left) Steve Zea, executive vice
president of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce; Chuck Wynn, president of the Chamber:
and Buddy Buckingham, chairman of the MurrayCalloway County Economic Development Corporation expressed delight this morning over the announced relocation of the Southeastern Book Company of Mayfield to a portion of the former Tappan
building.
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,Eiriate okays returning
primary election to May
By MARK R CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ill' —
Kentucky's primary election
this year appears certain to be
held on May 29.
The Senate on Wednesday approved its version of a bill returning the primary to May from
August and setting a,March 15
filing deadline for candidates
this year.
The House had earlier passed
the bill and is expected to do so
again when the Senate version
comes up for a vote

TV WEEK in Friday
edition; library
announces closings
TV WEEK, the weekly television programming guide of the
Murray Ledger & Times, will be
published inside Friday's edition because of the post office's
closing on Monday in observation of President's Day.
The programming guide normally runs in Saturday's edition
but was moved up so all Ledger &
Times subscribers will receive
TV WEEK before Monday's
listings begin.
Also. the Calloway County
Public Library will be closed
Sunday and Monday in observation of President's Day.

partly cloudy
Tonight will be partly
cloudy with a 30 percent
chance of showers. Low will
be from the upper 30s to lower
40s. Light southwest winds.
Friday will be mostly.sunny
and mild with high near 60.
Light west winds.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.7
Barkley Lake
354.7

Senators voted 21-16 for the
bill's approval, one vote more
than needed. Because the
measure inelticres an emergency
clause making 'It effective immediately upon the signature of
the governor, a constitutional
majority of, 50 percent plus one
was needed.
Critics of the measure have
said it is designed to shield
representatives from political
pressure this year. All 100
representatives face re-election
this year. and critics say this
change will enable legislators to
consider any' tax increase
measures after determining
whether they face primary

opposition.
The Legislature must adjourn
no later than April 15. but the
current calendar calls for them
to wind up their regular session
at the end of March, followed by
a 10-day interim during which

Gov. Martha Layne Collins can
act on the bills passed.
Then the Legislature
reconvenes in early April to.con.
sider overrriding any of the
governor's vetoes and act- :or
other legislative is'succs:
"Passage of thfalbill will be a
guarantee of a tax increase."
warned Sen.- Harold Haering. R.
Louisville.
But Sen. David Karem. DLouisville. said returning the
primary to May could raise
questions about lawmakers using their votes in return for
political Contributions. "Our
votes will be questioned in every
corner." he said.
"I think it will leave a taint on
the Legislature," Karem added.
The filing deadline included in
the bill is 75 days. before the
primary. But that would return
to 90 days before the primary in
(Continued on Page 2)
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Profits cut in half

Farmers hope to recover from 1983 crop losses
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Calloway County lost nearly
S20 million worth of crops due to
the heat and drought of 1983. according to the University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Service.
That's as much or more than
Calloway farmers made on their
1983 crops. County Extension
Agent Ted Howard estimates
local crop income was $15 to $20
million last year. Thus, county
farmers made approximately
half of what they normally do —
which is logical, since crop yield

was also about 50 percent of"the
norm.
The biggest dolt-dr loss was in
Calloway's top cash crop. -soybeans, in which farmers lost
more than $10.5 million. Yield on
the county's 74,000 act-es of
beans was 58 percent lower than
normal, according to a report
prepared by Gilbert S'ears, the
extension service's area
development specialist.
The 1983 drought. unlike
previous ones of recent years.
severely damaged virtually
every county crop. In the 1975
and 1980 droughts. Howard ex-

plainsotobacco and soybean production was "pretty decent''
despite the losses of other crops.
Last year. however. Calloway
farmers lost a total of $19,437,000
due to drastic yield reductions in
all its • major crops. Total
planted acreage was 112,415.
,Farmers lost more than $4
million in corn, as yield fell 64
percent on the county's 21.000
planted acres. Popcorn.
something of an area specialty.
yielded a crop 70 percent below
normal for a loss of S1.2 million.
Even the sturdy dark -fired
tobacco crop suffered badly:

Howard called it, the worst year
for local tobacco in about 25
years. Dark fire-cured tobacco,
by far the county's leading leaf.
was down by 45 percent for a
loss Of $2.3 million. Burley lost
$571.000 and dark air-cured,
$130,000. Local farmers lost
$515.000 in hay.
Calloway shared its dismal lot
with the Purchase Area as a
whole: The eight-county region
lost more than $92 million on all
crops. The* soybean loss of 856
million accounted for more than
half the total.
Graves County was hardest

hit with a total loss of $27 million
from its nearly 175,000 tilled
acres. Graves lost nearly $17
million in soybeans and $4.6
million in corn.
Though both Calloway and
Graves plant approximately
2,000 acres of dark fire-cured
leaf. Calloway lost slightly more
than Graves' $2.2 million.
Graves plants about five times
as much air-cured leaf as
Calloway. and lost $748.000 on
that crop.
Despite the nationwide yield
shortfall due both to the drought
(Continued on Page 2)

Murray High senior
qualifies as finalist
for merit scholarship
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HEALTH FAIR — A display of child safety restraints was one of 50 health promotion activities
at the first Murray State University's Health Fair Wednesday.(From left) Michele Jasis, a nursing student;
Nancy France, RN;
and Dr. Marti Erwin, chairman of the Department of Nursing; examined different types of safety
restraints. Main
sponsors for the event were the MSU Department of Nursing and Kentucky Nursing Association.
Erwin said the
fair was well attended and another is planned for next year.

today's index

MISS
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Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
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to coil 753-1116 between S:30
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MERIT SCHOLARSHIP FINALIST — Charles Cella, center, senior
at Murray High School, was notified today
a
that he is now &finalist in the National Merit Scholarship
Program. About 90 percent of the semi-finalists chosen
last fall have been advanced to finalist standing
where they are being considered for some 5,300 Merit Scholarships to be awarded this spring. Reviewing the
letter of congratulations with Cella is NHS guidance counselor
Wanda Gough, left, and Principal Bill Wells.

Murray High School senior
because most who are chosen
Charles Cella has qualified as a
as'semi-finalists and who fill out
finalist in the National Merit
the applications are chosen as
Scholarship Program and is
finalists."
eligible for Merit Scholarships
Program officials report
to be awarded this-spring.
about. 90 percent of the 15,000
The select group chosen as
semifinalists met the rigorous
finalists represents less than
standards to become finalists.
half of one percent of American
About 5.300 Merit Scholars will.
high school seniors.
be ahosen *from the 13;500
-Pella, sore •••'.1- 49r? --antr- Mrs'. •
'
Ronald Cella of 1708 Plainview
Cella, who has applied for adDr., says he is extremely pleasmittance to several colleges and
ed to be chosen as a finalist in
universities including Yale,'
the program. He adds that he
Princeton and Duke, says he ha's
has been fairly confident about
not yet decided on a major field
being chosen as a finalist
(Continued on Page 2)
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Research team studying
recent quake activity

Need Line plans
council meeting
Special requests of emergency
The Murray-Calloway County
Need Line Association will have transportation. terminal paits fourth council meeting on tients, missing persons.
Monday at 7 p.m. at the runaways, etc.. and public relations activities of the director as
Calloway Public Library.
Sid Easley, president, said talks to groups. home and or
this is an open meeting and in- hospital visits, etc.
Groover Parker. Need Line
vites all interested persons in
Murray and Calloway County to treasurer, said more than 33
churches include the church and
attend.
The council consists of cooperative ministry in their
representatives of the Calloway church budget.
Many other organizations.
County Fiscal Court and the
various churches, and organiza- Sunday School classes, mistions who have chosen to join sionary groups. businesses and
Need Line. Each local congrega- individuals contribute regularly
tion may elect two lay delegates to the ministry. Parker said.
Easley said Need Line is an
and one ministerial delegate.
Each organization may choose emergency assistance program
only with files being recorded
one representative.
Euple Ward. executive direc- for each case handled by Mrs.
tor, will report on the more than Ward. director, and the com2,087 case records handled by munity service worker at the ofNeed Line during the past year. fice. Carolyn Outland.
Volunteers with Alida Graves
These include the following:
Job related, food, housing- as coordinator for the Need Line
turniture-clothing. medical, assist Mrs. Ward and Mrs.
legal. fuel-heat, emotional- Outland with various duties at
psychiatric, drugs-alcohol, child the office. located at 209 Maple
and or spouse abuse, unwed St.. former location of the
mothers, attempted suicide. • - Calloway- County Extension

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
research team from St. Louis
University is studying aftershocks of recent earth tremors
In the area.
Sean Morrissey of the university observatory said Wednesday there had been a swarm of
quakes in the area this week.
He said there were probably
40 "events" Monday and Tuesday in the area around Paducah.
The latest tremor felt in
Paducah was around 5 p.m.
Tuesday afternoon, with some
PLANNIN MEETING — Sid Easley, seated left, president of MurrayCalloway County Need Line Association, Inc., and Euple Ward, seated
right, executive director, discuss plans for the council meeting Monday
at 7 p.m. at Calloway Public Library. Other board members pictured
are (from left, standing) Dick Hoffman, Alida Graves and Groover
Parker. This meeting is to open to the general public.
Office.
The Need Line has an answering service 24 hours a day when
the office is not open. Office
hours are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.. Monday through Friday.
The Need Line was first opened in Murray on March 4. 1974.
with the primary purpose being
to provide a centralized source
for information. screening and

referral service for persons
needing assistance in solving
problems.
The service has continued to
grow in other special needs and
the special church and
cooperative ministry was
started about two years ago in
an effort to have a centralized
location and records of persons
assisted.
-

Legislator indicted on felony charges
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. AP —
State Rep. Elmer Patrick, who
caused a storm in the Kentucky
General Assembly with his
claim that lobbyist Russell McClure tried to bribe him, said he
felt vindicated by McClOre's
indictment.
'It's a lot like a rape victim:
the victim sometimes gets accused of the crime.' Patrick. R.
Williamsburg. said Wednesday.
It takes the pressure off 01

..t

A Franklin County grand jury
indicted McClure on two Class D
felony charges: corrupt lobbying and bribery of a public
servant.
The two-paragraph indictment allege-el ./hat McClure of-

fered Patrick —a sum of money
to influence his vote as a
member of the Kentucky
General Assembly."
Patrick claimed to have taperecorded a Feb. 2 conversation
in which McClure offered him
$5,000 to vote for passage of a
bill that would allow holding .
companies to own more than one
bank in Kentucky.
The House of Representatives
passed the bill later that day.
although Patrick voted against
it. McClure. a former state
finance secretary. was arrested
the following day and said
Patrick solicited a bribe.
The bill. was._widely supported
by bankers. McClure was a
registered lobbyist whose
clients included the Bank of
Louisville, but that institution

. disavowed any knowledge of the
alleged bribe.
McClure pleaded innocent to
the bribery charge in Franklin
District Court before the case
was bound over to the grand
jury. He declined comment on
the indictment, saying. "I'd give
my right arm to, but my attorney, Mr.
William E.
Johnson. has told me not to."
The controversy moved into
the House- itself when Patrick
claimed in a television interview
that at least one other legislator,
whom he would not name, had
alSo been offered a bribe.
That led to an emotional
speech._ on_ the .. House._ floor .by
Speaker Bobby H. Richardson.
who upbraided Patrick for airing his charges in the news
media before informing the

Senate...
(Continued from Page
1985.
The Senate also included an
amendment deleting the
presidential primary that was
reinstated in the House. The
amendment also reinstated
primary elections in nonpartisan races in smaller cities
that were left out in the House
version.
The 1982 General Assembly
voted to change, the primary
election from May- to August,
beginning this year. but it appears now that the August
primary will never take place.
Sen. Jon Ackerson. R Louisville. said a May primary
may make good sense, but he
said the change should have
waited.
The Senate on Wednesday also
approved a measure requiring
students between 16-18 to get
parental consent before they can
drop out of school. The bill also
requires that the parent or guardian of a child dropping out of
school have a conference with a
school administrator before the
child can withdraw.
In the House. representatives
drew shouts of approval from a
gallery filled with teachers

1)

when they approved a bill to
give all teachers duty-free lunch
periods.
Members of the Kentucky
Education Association and the
state PTA were in town to lobby
for education reforms.
Many of them were in the
House gallery when representatives unanimously approved
the bill to give teachers
30-minute lunch periods away
from their students.
"It's a little hard to talk about
the teaching profession when
teachers have to go through the
lunch line with their students,"
said the bill's sponsor. Rep.
Harry Moberly Jr.. D Richmond.
The House also approved bills
to allow local governments to
reconstruct damaged bridges
without first obtaining a state
permit: allow fiscal courts to
charge coal haulers for road
dust-containment programs:
allow bond revenues to be used
18 months following completion
of work on electric plants: and
allow rural electric cooperatives
to sell merchandise and property to members.
Two other bills approved

Cella...
(Continued from Page 1)
of study.
During his four years at MHS.
Cella has been involved in
numerous clubs, teams and
organizations including band,
French Club and Hi-Y. He is currently president of the speech
club, a member of the soccer
team and academic team and
the Governor's Scholars Youth
Education Task Force.
As a finalist, Cella is also being considered for one of. 1.800
National Merit $1.000 Scholarships — winners of which will be
chosen in open competition, on a
state representation basis. The
one-time "National" awards are
underwritten with grants from
business and industrial sponsors
and by unrestricted program
funds.
About 3,500 four-year Merit
Scholarships will be awarded,
sponsored by corporate
organizations and colleges and
No&4mriazy 14mib1ies
t
„n•Ref.
will be consrdered for one of
these awards that scholarship
grantors specify for finalists
who meet preferential criteria,
such as parental employment.
area of residence, career goals
or college choice.

The Merit Program is the only
major scholarship competition
that is both nationwide in scope
and privately financed. About 40
percent of the finalists will
receive Merit Scholarships.
financed by some 600 independent sponsors that support the
program's goals.
ACcording to a letter from
NMSC officials, the process of
choosing Merit Scholars is now
underway and winners of Merit
Scholarships will receive their
offers in March and eilly April.

Formers...
(Continued from Page 1)
and widespread participation in
the PIN program, there was
plenty of stockpiled grain and
prices didn't rise appreciably.
Farmers are now faced with the
grim paradox that if they get
enough rain to produce a good
crop this year. prices will suffer.
Corn could sell for less than S3 a
=4.19oeams--fe.tau4.49.0.:
Howard says
Prices are being hurt by the
fact that the export market is
down. Howard explains. --The
strength of the U.S. dollar is
making American goods mare
expensive in other countries

Wednesday would repeal a
12-year-old law that requires the
Jefferson County School Board
to make quarterly financial
reports to the General
Assembly, and place control of
the Arabian horse racing industry under the auspices of the
the Quarter Horse and Appaloosa Commission.

Grain production
meeting Monday
A grain production meeting
for local farmers will be held at
7 p.m. Monday, Feb. 20 at the
%Vest Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center, Murray.
Conducted by the Calloway
County Cooperative Extension
Service, the meeting will provide farmers information on the
varieties and correct use of fertilizer, and on soybean and corn
pests.
Farmers will also be able to
receive or renew certification
for application of restricted-use
pesticides. Farmers must renew
their private applicator
pesticide certificates in order to
continue use of certain
pesticides, and appropriate
forms will be available at the
meeting. By law, certification
for use of restricted pesticides
must be renewed every five
years.

Caldwell jailer
asks for monitor
system for cells
PRINCETON, Ky. (AP
—
Caldwell County Jailer Charles
Ladd is asking local officials for
a television cell monitor system
following two escapes in three
months.
Ladd said the $2,100 cost of the
system is easily justified by the
increased security it would bring. Fiscal Court magistrates
listened to Ladd's proposal
earlier this week, but made no
decision.
Police are still looking for the
four prisoners, including an accused. murderer, who escaped
Feb. 6 by carving what looked
the only deputy on duty.
Three of the escapees were
among six who escaped last
NOVem)er and were recaptured.
.•'W
don't have any idea
whir way they went." Sheriff
Way on Rogers said Wednesday

House leadership.
Richardson, D-Glasgow, then
asked legislators with information about alleged bribes to turn
it over to the,House Rules Committee for investigation.
Richardsdn backed off
Wednesday, saying he had.been
asked by Franklin Commonwealth's Attorney Morris
Burton and Attorney General
David Armstrong to abandon
the idea of a separate
investigation.
Burton and Armstrong said
"evidence might be tainted" by
a separate probe and that
pretrial publicity could hurt the
case against McClure. Richardson said. .
"No investigation (by the
House ) will be initiated at this
time," Richardson said. "We
feel that acceding to ... our chief
law-enforcement official was
the proper road to follow."
Patrick said he spent about
one hour with the grand jury
when it took up the case Wednesday morning.
He declined to say whether he
mentioned other lobbyists orlegislators to the grand jury. but
Patrick said he wps affronted by
Richardson's Call for an investigation by the House Rules
Committee.
"I felt like there was an attempt made to put me in a box,"
he said.

very minor aftershocks that
evening.
Morrissey said his team of
three researchers was trying to
determine the depth of the
quakes.
He said the team had tentatively determined that the
earth shifting that resulted in recent quakes is 3 to 4 kilometers
beneath the surface.
Morrissey said he believed a
major tremor could be experienced in the western Kentucky area.

Auditions set for next
Playhouse production
Playhouse in the Park will
hold auditions for its upcoming
production "A Thousands
Clowns." Casting for Herb
Gardner's play will be held at
the old freight depot theatre in
the Community Park from 3
p.m. to 5 Sunday.
Parts for "A Thousand
Clowns" include: Chuckles the
Clown (Murray Burns), male
mid 30's early 40's; Nick Burns,
Murray's percocious nephew,
male 13-16; Albert Amundson,
male social worker, ealry to mid
30's; Sandra Markowitz, female
social worker,* mid 20's early
30's; Arnold Burns, Murray's
brother and agent, male mid
30's; and Leo Herman, the network boss, mid to late 40's.
"A Thousand Clowns" is the
story of Murray, alias, Chuckles
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the Clown, a popular children's
show host, who has become
disenchanted with his job and
quits to enjoy a more nonconformist lifestyle. But Murray has a
problem. He is the gaurdian of a
young nephew, and nonconformist don't make good parents,
or at least the welfare office
doesn't think so. But, with the
resourceful help of the nephew,
all works opt for the best and
lots of laughter and tenderness
are created as we go.
According to Hal Park, director, "A Thousand Clowns is one
of the funniest Ameircan plays
written in recent years." The
play will open March 15. If you
are not able to attend Sunday's
auditions, you may call the
theatre at 759-1752 for more
information.
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Collins, Beshear urge PTA
support for education plan
By SUSAN STEWART
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
PTA members need to do more
than conduct bake sales to help
improve education in Kentucky.
Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear says.
Beshear, Gov. Martha Layne
Collins and other elected officials told 150 PTA members
gathered in the Capitol rotunda
Wednesday that parents have a
responsibility to lobby
legislators for education
reforms.
"There are ideas galore about
what we should do, but we need
the input of parents and
teachers. We need to know exactly what we should do ...
before we do it," Beshear said.
"Get busy out there. Go see
your legislators, and together
we are going to do some great

things for education in Kentucky," he concluded.
Mrs. Collins told the group
that - reforms In Kentucky's
education..programs won't be
made unless education groups
lobby legislators to support her
multibillion-dollar education
package, which the General
Assembly is reviewing.
None of the speakers mentioned the tax increases that will be
needed to fund Mrs. Collins'
education programs. But the appeal for support was clear.
"The mood is right in Kentucky, in the General Assembly,
to make education in Kentucky a
program that will make us proud," said House Speaker Bobby
Richardson, D-Glasgow.
Richardson said improved
education-would,act as a "springboard'' for economic
recovery and growth.

Gemayel accepts settlement plan
By R. GREGORY NOKES
AP Diplomatic Writer
WASHINGTON (API — President ,Amin Gemayel has accepted an eight-point Saudi Arabian plan for achieving a settlement in Lebanon that would include scrapping the IsraeliLebanese troop withdrawal
agreement. U.S. officials said
today.
But the officials appeared
skeptical the plan will work.
"There are some things that
pose potential problems," said
one Official, who requested
anonymity. "Whether it comes
to anything remains to be seen."
The official said the plan "was
essentially a statement of principles. rather than a plan of action." He said it was one of "a
number of initiatives in the
works."
One of the difficulties, fie said,
is that all parts of the complex
plan must be accepted by all
parties to the conflict if the plan
Is to survive.
But Gemayel communicated
his acceptance to the U.S. ambassador to Lebanon, Reginald
Bartholomew, said the official.
He said the Saudis were interceding with Syria to see if it
will accept the plan.
- A key feature of the plan is
that Gemayel would abrogate
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tne May 17, 1983 LebaneseIsraeli troop withdrawal agreement. It also calls for
withdrawal of the multinational
peacekeeping force from
Lebanon and its replacement
with a U.N. force.
Another feature is that Israel
and Syria would simultaneously
withdraw -their forces within 80
to 90 days.'
Gemayel also would open
negotiations with opposition factions to give them a greater say
In the government.
The plan would also offer
assurances to Israel that guerrilla activity will not be permitted to resume in southern
Lebanon, a key security feature
of the May 17 withdrawal accord
that Israel has warned must not
be abrogated.
A diplomatic source said today it was highly unlikely Israel
would agree to all features of the
plan, at least in the beginning..
But he said Damascus would
prevail on Gemayel's enemies to
also accept it.
One of Gemayel's key opponents, Druse leader Wand
Jumblatt, had called earlier for
Gemayel's resignation, and on
.Wednedsay he asked that
Gemayel be put on trial for his
actions.
The Plan is described-here as

Southeastern...

exclusively a Saudi initiative,
although the French government is taking an active part in
trying to push establishment of a
new U.N. peacekeeping force
through the United Nations
Security Council.
The diplomatic sources said
both Washington and Moscow
had raised conditions that have
emerged as stumbling blocks.

Accident delays
morning traffic
No serious injuries were
reported following a two vehicle
accident this morning at the intersection of 18th and Conner
Farm Road, according to II
report with the Murray Police
Department.
Deborah L. West, Route 1,
Farmer City, Ill., was eastbound
In a 1981 Chevrolet pickup when
a Mark Wilkerson, Route 7, Murray, northbound in a 1979
Oldsmobile pulled into her path,
the report stated.
Because of the accident traffic
was backed up for several
minutes, 11 was explained.
One passenger in the West
vehicle, John Cotty England,
was treated and released at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

•

(Continued from Page 1)
past few weeks did things really start taking hold
sales.
and progressing," he said. "We are very atiWith that comes increases in other nonpreciative of Steve Zea and the amount of hours
manufacturing fields as-well as initial construche has put in on bringing this project together."
tion jobs, transportation and communication
jc..;;;;;;;I$esl•wholcsates-,77t..Ater posit6gio, LIP ..0.47hisek - Wynn, 'president of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce exsurance and real estate needs and various
pressed his excitement over the filling of a part
service-related occupations.
of the Tappan facilities as well. "Any business
According to Buckingham, an enormous
that comes to Murray is extremely welcome.
amount of work in a very short time has been put
Naturally from a commerce perspective, this
Into acquiring this new industry for the Murraywill mean more jobs and more revenue in the
Calloway area. "We began talking to them
local economy," he pointed out.
before the first of the year, but just during the
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Learning a lesson
Americans should have learned one great
lesson from the failure of Soviet-American
detente during the 1970s. Namely, that failure to
insist on absolute reciprocity in such relationships ultimately dooms the chance for rapprochement. As chinese Premier Zhao Ziyang
departed from Washington recently, the White
House and the State Department should have
been asking themselves if they are making the
same mistake with China that earlier administrations made with the Soviet Union.
China desperately needs technology and investment capital to help modernize an economy
that is far more backward than most Westerners
realize. Zhao Ziyang came to Washington chiefly
to enhance China's prospects for getting that
technology on terms China can afford. He left
with the promise of greater industrial and
technological cooperation with the United States.
A Second agreement extended scientific and
technological exchanges.
These were rather vague agreements of no
earthshaking import in themselves. But they
symbolize China's hopes and chances to use its
American connection as a vital catalyst for
modernization. Indeed, the rapprochement with
Washington has already yielded access to some
very sophisticated American technology plus a
valuable entree to world credit markets.
What is more, China has been allowed to enter
lucrative new markets for its exports. The latest
negotiations with Washington on textile quotas,
for example, ended with Peking being given increases more than double those granted other
Asian exporters, including such longtime
American allies as Thailand and the Philippines.
There is nothing necessarily wrong with any if
this, so long as the United States is insisting on
reciprocity at each step of the way. But is it?
Since the late 1970s, Peking has been permitted
to send about 10,000 Chinese students to study at
some of the best American universities. Roughly
80 percent of these students are on scholarship,
many provided directly by the U.S. government.
Typically, the Chinese students here have almost
unrestricted access to scientific and technical information and are allowed to travel freely.
By contrast, the relatively small number of
American students and businessmen in China
are kept largely isolated from Chinese society.
And virtually all information in China is closely
held by a suspicious and secrecy-prone government. Inevitably, these sorts of restrictions
make it difficult for Americans to work or study
productively in China.
Sino-American "exchanges" and "cooperation" in the fields of science and technology are
almost automatcially one-way affairs because
baCkward China has little to offer the United
States. But China could and should be expected
to reciprocate in other fields — specifically,'by
cooperating in a strategic relationship with the
United States.
The need to cultivate China as a counter to the
Soviets on the Eurasian landmass was, after all,
the original rationale for the Nixon-Kissinger
opening to Peking. Yet, the Chinese have increasingly turned away from this role since
former President Carter established full
diplomatic relations with China five years ago.
China has largely spurned repeated invitations
to purchase advanced, defensive weapons from
the United States, or from Western Europe.
There has been no decision in Peking to modernize China's obsolescent weapondary and the
Chinese defense budget actually declined from
1980 to 1982.
Futhermore, the Chinese have openly shifted
toward an "independent" foreign policy that
regards both the Soviet Union and the United
States as inherently threatening, imperialistic
powers. And last year. the Chinese pursued
negotiations with the Soviets in an apparent effort to relax tensions with Moscow and perhaps
even resolve some of the disputes that divide the
two communist giants.
All of this is not to say that America gets
nothing from its trade, commercial, and geopolitical relations with China. The dollar volume
of trade is roughly balanced at the moment, and
should grow substantially in the future. Commercial relations may improve dramatically if
continuing negotiations open new opportunities
in China. And there are important instances of
strategic cooperation, notably in intelligence
gathering and in resisting Soviet egression in
Afghanistan and Vietnamese egression in Cambodia and Laos.
Nonetheless, this is a good time to raise a cautionary question or two. The Chinese leaders are
hard-headed realists about their rapprochement
with America. Peking is getting what it can and
reaching for more, as should be expected. The
way to keep the Sino-American relationship
useful to both sides, and therefore sustainable in
the long run, is for Washingotn to be just as tough
in defending its own interests.
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

They came to learn by horseback, buggies,
and covered wagons in those early days
The building which originally
housed the Lynn Grove High School
was built about 1917. Luke
Langston was its principal as well
as the county's superintendent of
schools.
In the mid-1920s, consolidation of
the county's one-room schools
began and the youngsters,from the
three nearest Lynn Grove —
Young, Salem and South Howard
schools — came to Lynn Grove to
school.
Some came by horseback, some
by horse and buggy and some by
covered wagon. A stable was built
behind the school to house the
horses while their riders and
drivers were in class. When there
were more horses than space to
take care of them, people living
near the school would rent stable
space to the students.
Other transportation was provided by Hardy Rogers, who had a
produce truck with a cloth top and
in which he would put benches for
the students to sit on during the
ride from their homes to school and
home again.
On the last day of school, Rogers
generally would take the senior
class to Reelfoot lake or to Devil's
Pulpit near Pine Bluff in the
southeastern part of the county'for
a picnic.
Across the road from the school
was one of the county's "public
ponds," which became a popular
ice skating and sliding place for the
Lynn Grove young people when it
would freeze over in the
wintertime.
• • •
Until 1927, when the lynn Grove
gymnasium was built, its basketball team practiced and played on
a bare, dirt court outside —
weather permitting.
The first team to play in the gym
was MS.de up of Ray Pogue, Cord
Cochran, Tip and Cliff Doran, who

(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
second and final column in a twopart series dealing with some of the
early history and people of Lynn
Grove.)
were twins, and Preston Jones.
Their names were scratched in
the concrete at the southwest corner of the Old building, which is
closed and boarded up today, but
they are clearly visible. Lenon Hall
also was a member of that team,
but for some reason or the other his
name wasn't etched into the
concrete.
With exception of Pogue and
Cochran, all are now deceased.
At the time they began playing
basketball in the new gym, Will
Warren was the principal, Miss
Sallie Howard was teaching
English, Boots Jeffrey was
teaching mathematics as well as
coaching basketball, Modest Jeffrey was teaching history, and,
Goldie McKeel was teaching home
economics, to name a few of the
teachers.
Among those later to play in the
gym under Jeffrey were L.D.
Miller, R.L. Cooper, Carlos Jones,
Lloyd Waldrop. Vernon Jackson,
J.D. Rogers, Taz and Bause
Cochran and Fred Pogue.
In the spring of 1932 and while the
team was playing at Murray State
on the stage of Lovett Auditorium
in the regional tournament, word
was received that the Lynn Grove
gym was on fire. "We were playing
Arlington in the semi-finals, and it
was halftime," Fred Pogue recalled, "when a boy came in and told
us about it."
The gym was rebuilt shortly
afterwards, however, and many a
game was played in it before the
school was closed when Calloway
County High School was created

and all the Lynn Grove students
transferred to it for the continuation of their educations.
. • •
If you lived in Lynn Grove in
those early years, your telephone
number was so many "long" rings
and so many "short" ones. "Two
long and a short" might well have
been your number.
Dial phones were unheard of
then, so to get your party, you
would have to go through Miss Eva
Dunaway's switchboard, which she
operated from her home, occupied
today by Larry Ray and his family.
Chances are you would have to
carry on a brief conversation with
a Miss Eva, too, while she rang your
number and made your connection.
"She'd ask you lots of questions,
and even listen in on your conversation," one of my Lynn Grove
friends laughed.
Miss Eva was the one person in
Lynn Grove who knew just about
whore every one was and what
everyone was doing most of the
time.
The day Dr. Cody Jones' office
caught fire, it was Miss Eva who
sounded the alarm and called the
school for help.
With Boots Jeffrey in charge, the
students formed a line and saved
"every pill in the place."
Everything on the first floor of the
house was saved, including the
Warm Morning stove from which
the fire started.
Charles Caldwell, 011ie Hall,
Howard Rogers and Alvis Jones
were among the youngsters helping with this.
• • •
You could get your hair cut in
Lynn Grove for 10 cents in those
days. Jim Neal cut hair for years
there at that price, in a little shop
next to the Lawrence store.
Where Hilton Williams' Lynn
Grove Feed 8e Seed store is today

letter to the editor

The American people don't want
to admit that there are any POW's
in Vietnam because it was such an
unpopular and political war that we
lost. Most of the American people
swept that war under the rug and
forgot it along with all the MIA's
and POW's hoping the embarrassment of losing that war would go
away! How in Heaven's name
could we ever forget these men,
that went to war for their country,
and let them die a slow and tortured death! What an undeserving
death that is for anyone, expecially
those brave soldiers left behind in
Vietnam.
What would you do if you were
asked to go and fight for your country today, knowing that at any time
your country would pull out and
leave you to die? Would you go or

would you go to Canada and live
safe, then later after the war,
return home in one piece and be
welcomed home with open arms by
your government? I could not ask
my son to make the decision I did,
knowing how my government is
neglecting the POW's and MIA's in
Vietnam.
If the Bonus Bill for Vietnam vets
is passed, I'll have to decline my
part. I couldn't take it and feel
right in my heart knowing there
are still POW's and MIA's that
need to be returned home. I'd
rather that money be used in trying
to get our POW's and MIA's back
home where they belong!
'
Sincerely,
John D. Hopkins
311 Oakdale
Murray, Ky.

business mirror

by john cunniff

Accidents grow with economy
NEW YORK (AP ) — You can
never tell what the economy will
produce next, despite the efforts of
several hundred thousand people
who, to one degree or another, earn
a living by claiming to see the
future.
They write letters about the
stock market, they run research
projects in banks, they occupy
chairs in academe. they occupy
slots at the Federal Reserve, they
advise the president.
But so far as can be determined,
none of them told Americans that
with the improvement in the
economy they would start bending
fenders at a greater rate than in
the late recession.
Word from the Insurance Information Institute suggests that
automobile accidents have grown
more frequent as the economy improves and as people become rhore
active in-pursuing their selling and'
buying goals.
Sean Mooney."institute vice
president-economist who studies 12
key states to compile his statistics,
• found a 5.6 percent increase in accident frequency between the third
quarter of 1982 and the same mon-

•

looking back

Veteran wants MIA's returned home
To The Editor:
I recently saw the movie "Un-common Valor" and felt an earnest
need to write this letter concerning
POW's and MIA's of the Vietnam
War. As a Vietnam veteran, I
realize that I could have been a
POW or MIA as could have any
soldier that went to Vietnam.
There are approximately 2,500
MIA's in Vietnam as of today. I
personally believe that a big portion of that 2,500 are POW's. Just
because the Vietnam government
says they've returned all of our
POW's doesn't mean a thing to me
and it shouldn't to the American
people either. The Vietnam government is not an honest government
by any means and they certainly
wouldn't turn over all the POW's
just because the American government said "PLEASE!"

was where Guy Rudd had his second blacksmith shop and
hammermill.
The first one he sold in 1925 to
Nash, Pleas and Hardy Rogers,
each of whom had a third interest
in it. It was located in the same
place, where the feed and seed
store is today. Nash Rogers also
had ehammermill, which was set
up in the blacksmith shop.
Later, the three bought a small
building just north of the
blacksmith shop and the hammermill was moved into it. Then, they
sold the blacksmith shop back to
Rudd and his brother. Henry.
"Uncle Jess" Childress helped
the Rogerses in the blacksmith
shop and is believed to have stayed
on after it was sold back to the
Rudds to help them. Tony Scherffins was one of those who lalso
worked with the hammermill.
The mill was operated with a
kerosene engine for a long time
before being changed to electricity
when the Rogers brothers and Dr.
Jones. the community's doctor and
father of Dr. Conrad Jones of Murray, was successful in getting
power lines strung to Lynn Grove.
Corn was ground into meal for
cooking at the hammermill and all
kinds of grinding for livestock and
poultry feeds were done. They also
mixed feeds, using ingredients
available at the time, for better
balanced rations for livestock.
The Lynn Grove highway was
built in 1927, and Taz Rogers, who
later had an interest in the hammermill operation, furnished a
pair of mules — Jahn and Lori — to
the road contractor for $5 per day.
Much of this was gleaned from
notes and clippings kept through
the years by Velma (Mrs. Joe
Miller. who passed away only a few
years ago, and from them we get a
pretty good idealiow'it iilfs In Lynn
Grove 50 or 60 years ago.

ths of 1983.
More disturbing, says Mooney, is
that the worst of the three months
— July, August, September — was
the final one of the quarter. In
September, he reports, accidents
jumped 10.2 percent over the same
month in 1982.
Since then, consumers have been
even more active, especially
around the Main Streets and malls
at Christmas time, and in January
too. Statistics for those months are
still being compiled.
—From Washington there are
reports that a flat tax might be
among changes sought in tax
policy later this year. If so, you
might see an unusually active exhibition of special -interest
lobbying.
A flat tax would require most
people to pay the same percentage
of their income to ithe_Loverprowt. _
that many deductions
and exemptions would be reduced
and some even eliminated.
Tax filing would be simplified,
and many people would appreciate
that. But others wouldn't because
they make their living off tax complications. incentives, loopholes

and the like. Tax preparers. for
instance.
The tax-shelter industry also
lives off little details of income tax
regulations. Its members often do
quite well with investment vehicles
that permit participants to obtain
big tax writeoffs by putting money
into real estate, oil and gas, and so
on.
Still another constituency exists
among those in society who benefit
from such deductions. Permission
to take tax deductions for certain
investments, it should be
remembered, often were put there
for social reasons.
Homeownership, for example, is
considered socially desirable, and
so there are benefits for those who
takelhe risks of owning houses and
building rental units. Some
benefits are further enhanced for
YOu may be sure that those who
take deductions will defend them
as necessary to America's future.
You may be just as certain that
those who receive the investment
flow from those deductions will be
just as patriotic.

Ten years ago
Workers are pictured loading the
first freight car to be used at
Fisher-Price Toys at the freight
loading dock.. The toy plant is
steadily increasing operations at
its new plant north of Murray.
A special feature story about the
work of the Calloway County
Health Center is published. It was
written by David Hill, staff writer.
Miss Clara Eagle. retired chairman of the Art Department of Murray State University, will have an
exhibit of her jewelry. hollow ware
and decorative flatware in the
Murray State University Library.
Feb. 17 to March 18.
Hollis Miller is serving as
minister of the University Church
of Christ.
Twenty years ago
Joe B. Garland, Aviation
Machinist Mate Third Class, U.S.
Navy, son of Mrs. Bert Garland,
was promoted to his present rank
while serving with Naval
Maintenance Training Group,
Naval Air Station, Memphis, Tenn.
Miss Patsy Hendon, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hendon, and
Tommy Lassiter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Thomas Lassiter, were
chosen at Miss and Mr. Murray
College High School by the student
body.
The county tax assessor is completing a topographic map of
Calloway County which will list all
sales of county faroperty.
"Housework is what a woman
does that nobody ever notices
unless she doesn't do it," from column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray" by James C. Williams.
Thirty years ago
A concerted effort will be made
Feb. 17 and 18 in collecting for the
1954 Heart Fund Drive, according
to W.D. Shoemaker, fund
chairman.
Mrs. Harry Sparks will be
speaker at the special Founders
Day Program of the Lynn Grove
High School Unit of the ParentTeacher Association on Feb. 18.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnia.Millep, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. 0.8. Eldridge and
sta.ta..Y.T,..aaid- Mow--Hr.-David
Rudolph.
Mralt„.Howard Olila, soloist, and
Mrs. Richard Farrell, pianist,
presented a program at the
meeting of the Captain Weridell
Oury Chapter of ,the Daughters at
the American Revolution held at
the home of Mn. W.P. Roberts.
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Slay-Nance wedding to be March 3

DATEBOOK
Calloway events Friday
Calloway County High School will hold its 198-4
Basketball Homecoming Festivities on Friday,
Feb. 17, at the Calloway-Lone Oak game.
Homecoming activities, sponsored by the Student Council. will honor the class of 1980 with
graduates of that class to be admitted free to the
game and the dance following the game.
During halftime of the boys' varsity game. a
reception will be held in the cafeteria for the
class of 1980 and their former teachers. The
homecoming queen will be crowned prior to the
boys varsity game at approximately 7:45 p.m.
Queen candidates will be Beth Hooks, Gerald
McCuiston, Daysha Smith, Amy Bryan. Vona
Darnell and Terri Malcolm.

MS Group will meet
The Local MS Multiple Schlerosis Support
Group will meet at 12:30 p.m. on Saturday. Feb.
15, in the third floor classroom of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. All interested persons
are invited to attend.

Feld trip Saturday
The .Jackson Purchase Audubon Society Eagle
Field Trip to Reelfoot Lake %A-ill be on Saturday,
Feb.. IS. The group will meet for breakfast at Mr.
is in Lone Oak, Highway 45. at 7 a.m. At
Reelfoot. th_e guided tours will leave at 10 a.m.
For more information call 753-9385. Visitors are
welcome
To become a member of J.P.A.S. a person may
enroll as an individual or as a family by contacting Mrs. W.XiFoster. 234 Cedar Lane,
Paducah, or call 1-442-5652.

Secretaries will meet
''Fashions for the Professional Woman" will
be the theme for the February meting of the
Murray Chapter of ProlessiOnal Secretaries In"Diet Center's helped me keep
my ideal weight for over 10
years"
"I started with Diet Center back
in 1972, more than 25 pounds
overweight And thanks to their
natural, nutritious program,
achieved my ideal weight and
have stayed there ever since."
Millions have lost weight and
have kept it off, with Diet
Center. You can too!
Fast: lose 17 to 25 pounds in just
six weeks
Safe: no shots or drugs
Natural: based on sound
nutrition
Inexpensive: no contracts to sign

ternational. The meeting will be Monday. Feb.
.20. at 7 p.m. in the University Branch of the Bank
of Murray.
Rita Grey, vice president, will narrate the
style show. The Fashion Bug and Kinney Shoes
will be providing the styles and accessories
which will be modeled by members of the Murray Chapter as well as Fashion Bug employees.
Kaye Dyer, program chairman, invites all
secretaries to attend the meeting. For more information contact Bobbie Waters, membership
chairman, 753-5131

Harold A. Slay of
Hazlehurst. Miss., announces the engagement and approaching
Marriage of his
daughter, Miss Deborah
Sue Slay of Jackson,
Miss., to David Artell
Nance. son of Mr. and
Mrs. James D. Nance of
Bell City.
Miss Slay also is the
daughter of the late
The Lynn Grove Senior Citizens will meet FriMrs. Nell Myers Slay.
day,.Feb. 17, at the Ellis Center. Murray. Jo
The bride -elect
Williams will present her slide show on
graduated from
'
91"Thgland, Scotland and Wales at 1:30 p.m. for
Hazlehurst High School
the Lynn Grove group. This same stiow will be
and attended Misissippi
Tuesday
at 10:30 a.m. for the Murray
given
State University.
Senior Citizens.
She currently is
employed as a
laboratory technician at
The third session of the Saturday School for
the Mississippi DepartCommunity Children, kindergarten through
ment of Health ._
sixth grade. will be Saturday. Feb. 18. from 1 to
Mt Nance graduated
2:30 p.m. at the University Church of Christ. Bifrom Sedalia High
School and received his
ble stories, games and refreshments will be
featured. For free transportation call 753-1881
bachelor of science
before noon on weekdays
degree from Murray
State University.
The groom-elect currently
is employed at
Southwest Calloway Elementary Sk.hool
Phillips College in
students, teaches, families and friends wiLl have
Jackson, Miss.
a private skating party at Roller Skating of MurThe wedding will be
ray on TUesday. Feb. 21, from 6 to 8 p.m. Admissolemnized
on Satursion will be 12.50 per person including skate renday. March 3, at 2 p.m.
tal. The Southwest Parent-Teacher Club will
•• at the Shady Grove Bapreceive Si back on the admission.
tiSt Chu.rch in
Hazlehurst, Miss.
Friends and relatives
will
be
Weekend
Encounter
Marriag6
Another
are invited through this
held at the Holiday Inn, Murray. the weekend of
media, to attend the
Feb. 24 to 26. These are held to help couples build,
wedding.
a better loving relationship and to enrich their
married .life: Many married couples from the
area have attended Marriage Encounter over
the past four years. For more information call
753-1881 or 753-7933.

Senior citizens will meet

Southwest plans skating

CALL TODAY FON A Mk
INTIODUCTORV CONMATATION

•HEAD

Hwy. 641 N. The Village
753-0220

THIS IS THE STORY OF A SMALL TOWN
THAT LOST ITS DREAMS AND A BIG-CITY KID
WHO BROUGHT THEM BACK

Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Hinkle. Rt. S. Murray. are
the parents pf a daughter. Lindsay Renae.
weighing seven pounds pounds 112 ounces.
measuring 1912 inches. born on Saturday. Feb. 4.
at a hospital in Cincinnati, Ohio. They have two
sons. Chad, 4, and Joshua, 2.
The mother, the former Connie Vath, is on
leave as a registered nurse af Milrray-Calloway
County Hospital. The father is production
manager for Ken Lake Foods. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Partiridge, Mrs. Vera Jean
Hinkle and Bernard Hinkle, all of Cincinnati.

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Overbey. 1905 Wiswell Rd..
Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Michele
Rose, weighing seven pounds. measuring 191.2 inches, born on Wednesday. Feb. 8, at 11:27 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have
one son. Jason. 6. and another daughter.
Meagan, 2.
The mother is the former Melissa Treas. The
father is self-employed as a farmer. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Frank Albert Overbey,
Rt. 2, and Mr. and Mrs. H.E. i Jackie ) Treas, Rt,
7. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. H.I.
Treas, Kirksey.
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Freeway Singles formed by widow
HUNTINGTON
BEACH, Calif. (AP) —
A freeway is: 1. A wide
highway. 2. A traffic
jam. 3. A place for budding romance.
The correct answer is
all of the above, says
Ruth Guillou, founder of
the Freeway Singles
Club, California's latest
way to get latent romantics out of their shells
and into the fast lane.
"It started when I was
at a red light and saw
the perfect man in the
car next to me," said
Ms. Guillou,50, a widow
and real estate agent in
Huntington Harbor. "I
was turning left and he
was going straight or I
would have followed
him.
"He had big blue eyes,
grayish hair, a tremendous smile," she recalled. "He was driving a
cream-colored Cadillac.

Car Rental
Call:
Gene
Buhmann
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
753-2617

"We both kept looking
The Freeway Singles
at eactvother, smiling," Club doesn't completely
she said. "It's a ,dumb eliminate the problem
thing to do. You can't of blind dares, because
shake hands. You can't generally Oily one persay hello."
son has seen the other.
Not wanting to let
But there's a safety
such a chance slip away feature: The initial conagain, last September tact is through a Hunshe founded the club.
tington Beach post ofMembers get fice box. The interested
automobile decals with party must write a letnumbers on them. ter, an effort that might
Would-be paramours
can note the numbers
and contact the drivers
without endangering life
and limb by screaming
through open windows
at 55 mph.
"It's like going in a
store and picking out
what you want," Ms.
Guillou said. "It's going
to replace the oyster
bar, which has already
By CECILY
replaced the sushi bar,
BROWNSTONE
as the place to meet.
AP Food Editor
People will be driving
COMPANY LUNCH
the freeway on their
Ham, Cranberry Salad,
time off just to find Mr.
Potato Puffs, Rolls, Tofor Ms. Right. The gas
fee Cookies and Coffee
stations will love it. The
Cranberry Waldorf
automobile industry
MOLDED SALAD
will, too. Everybody will
No sugar is added.
want to be seen in a
1 envelope Unflavored
shiny, new car."
gelatin
She doesn't know if
2 cups cranberry juice
any relationships that
cocktail
began on freeway lanes
1 medium (4 ounces)
have ended on bridal
red eating apple,
paths, because the club
unpeeled and cubed (%
confines its participaInch) to make about 1
tion to forwarding mail,
cup
she said.
2 small inner ribs

dissuade all but the
seriously intrigued.
Subsequent contacts
depend on the recipient
— that is, one of the
2,000-odd club members
who have paid a $35 annual fee, Ms. Guillou
said.
Members also are
given introduction cards
to give to people who
catch their eye.
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Salad recipe
is featured
celery, diced (
inch)
to make about % cup
Lettuce, mayonnaise_
and coarsely broken
walnuts
In a 1-quart measure
sprinkle gelatin over 1
cup of the cranberry
cocktail and let soften —
about 5 minutes. In a
small saucepan heat remaining cranberry
cocktail until it begins to
boil; pour over gelatin
mixture and stir until
gelatin is dissolved. Add
apple and celery: chill
until partly thickened.
Stir to distribute apple
and celery. Turn into six
%-cup molds or 6-ounce
custard cups. Chill to
set. At serving time unmold and garnish with
lettuce, mayonnaise and
walnuts. Makes 6
servings.
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Deborah Sue Slay
to marry David Artell Nance

Dustin Underwood born
Mr. and Mrs. Shaunee Underwood. Rt. 5,
Cadiz. are the parents of a son, Dustin _Shea.
weighing eight pounds one ounce. measuring
191 2 inches, born on Sunday, Feb. 12. at 2:30 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
mottitIr I's the former Pamela Taylor, The Tather
is employed with Kentucky Machine and
F.:ngineering at Cadiz.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
t•ncierwood, Rt. 3. Cadiz, and Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Wayne Taylor. Rt. 5, Cadiz. Great-grandparents
are, Mrs. Goldie Mae Barrow and George R. Barrow, Dover, Tenn., Mrs. Marie Thomas, Rt. 3,
Cadiz, and Mr. and Mrs. Jagoe Taylor. Rt. 5,Cadiz.

Michele Rose Overbey born
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Special weekend planned

Lindsay R. Hinkle born
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Saturday school planned

Valerie Harper
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CINE 1 & 2
7:11, 11:15
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The Bamboo Garden
115

4th_SLreet

',Next To Furches Jewelers,

Mon.-Sat. 9-5
753-0317
elissbout et 713-3314
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Witnesses meet

EAST OFFICERS — Officers of the East Winners 4-H Club for 1983-84 are Chris
Dunn, president; Mark Sallins, vice president; Beth Henninger, secrerary; Tammy
Edmonson, treasurer; Jenny Bruce, reporter; Tonya Davis, recreational leader;
Christy Bell, song leader; Lynn Boaz, Holly Miller and Melissa Jackson, pledge
leaders; Leslie Fambrough, devotional leader; Julie Minter and Nicki Willie,
telephone. Club leaders are Lou Orr and Judy Stahler. Club meetings are held on
the second Tuesday of each month.

Lorms named as director
Kentucky's Heart
Association has named
a new Executive Director, according to Irma
La Follette, Campaign
Chairman for Calloway
County's Heart
Association.
The new director.
David Lorms, previously worked for the Heart
Association in Illinois.
The Executive Director
is the Chief Executive
officer of the Associa'lion and reports to the
State Board of
Directors.
"The executive director manages the budget
according to board approval." stated Mrs. La
Follette. "When ,the
funds from Calloway
County's. campaign are
received by the Affiliate, the Boatd of
Directors allocates the
income for programs.
services and for
research.•'
Lorms' Started working for the Heart
Association in 1975 as a
field representative in
the New Mexico Affiliate of the American
Heart Association.
From New Mexico he
moved to the Heart
Association in Los
Angles and then to Illinois' heart
Association.
Mrs. La Follette
highlighted some of the
developinents of the
Heart Association in

development of new pro-

American grams and services as
.well as increasing our
Heart
ing."
Association fundrais
Mrs. La Follette also
WE'RE RGHTING FOR YOUR UFE
Kentucky. Last year,
the Kentucky Affiliate
exceeded a million
dollars. Kentucky's
Heart Association also
introducrd new
programming.
Some of the programs
offered by the Heart
Association include
"Heart Health Education in the Young" and
"Creative Cuisine.'"
The Heart Association
has available to Kentucky schools training
and curriculum aides
for teaching school
children about the heart
and circulation system.
"Creative Cuisine" offers restaurant
customers the opportunity to order Menu
items low in cholesterol.
The Heart Association
provides the guidlines
for restaurants interested in participating
in the program."
"These are only two
examples of our pro-grams in addition to
cardiopulmonary
resuscitation training
and blood pressure
screening", explained
Mrs. La Follette.
"We are looking forward to continued

stated that February is
Heart month and asked
that people make thier
heart fund gift %viten a
neighbor contacts them
for a contribution.

The Executive InnRivefront in Paducah
will again be the scene
of the semi-annual circuit assembly of
Jehovah's Witnesses in
Western Kentucky and
Southern Indiana on
Feb. 18 and 19.
The previous gathering there in December
attracted an audience of
1,808 for the final day, a
record for any convention held at the Paducah
Executive Inn.
The public address on
Sunday at 2 p.m. will be
on the subject "Why
Submit to God's Ruler
ship Now?" Elmer L.
Manfredi. district
supervisor from the
world headquaters of
Jehovah's Witnesses in
Brooklyn New York.
will be the featured
speaker.
M. Steve Lett, circuit
supervisor for this area.

The WMU of the
Poplar Spring Baptist
church had special pro;
grams on Tuesday. Jan.
17. at Westview Nursing
Home, Long Term Care
Unit of Murray%
Calloway County
Hospital and Fern Terrace Lodge.
Ruby Fannin gave the
devotion reading
Psalms 23 and St. Francis' prayer at Westview.
Gifts were given to patients. Murial Wright
closed with prayer.
Jacky Byerly

MAGI
SHOW
At
Footprints

Saturday Feb. 18th.
Shows begin at:
1:00
2:00
3:00
Moms will like our
weekend specials on
shoes too'

OPEN FRIDAYS UNTIL 8:30

Truth Days
Ladies,
This is the Sale you've
been waiting for.

114

1.
Coats Dresses Shoes Bras Lingerie Handbags
Sweaters Coordinates Blouses Pants Skirts

14
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The program will
begin each day at 9:55
a.m. and all sessions are
free."

presented the. devotion
and led in prayer at the
Long Term Care Unit.
At Fern Terrace
Lodge the WMU had
Christmas in January
for the residents.
Louise Short played
the piano for singing.
Poplar Spring
members present were
Helen Nance. Murial
Wright, Ruby Fannin.
Jacky Byerly. Mildred
Riordan. Lois Smith,
Sue Campbell and
Shirley VVerts.

Car Rental
Call:
Gene
Buhmann
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Garvin R. Doran, a
minister with the Murray congregation said
"We look forward to
these conventions
because they enhance
our spiritual understanding of God's will and
purposes for our day.
"We also *enjoy the
fellowship with others of
like faith and with the
'many newly-interested
ones in our midst. So we
encourage everyone
who wants to benefit
from these Bible dicussions to be with us both
days."

Members of Poplar Spring
WMU present programs

CALCIUM HELPS BONES
Dr. T. Franklin White, director of the National
Institute on Aging, drinks three glasses of milk a
day and rides his bicyle regularly. He recognizes
that calcium and exercise combine to increase
bone density, which can reduce the risk of
broken
bones.
law
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announced the theme
for the two-day assemby
as being "Living No
Longer for Ourselves."
Lett will also share in
the program.

!L2le

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
753-2617

CWU OFFICERS — Newly elected officers of Church
Women United of Murray
and Calloway County are,from left, Mrs. Hafford Smith,
vice president, Mrs. Lowell
King, president; Mrs. Sherwood Potts, secretary; and
Mrs. Ralph Lovett, treasurer.
The picture was taken by Mrs. Joseph Gertzen at the
First United Methodist
Church. In the background is the portrait of the late
Miss Alice Waters of Murray,
long time missionary to China. Plans are being made by
the CWU for the World Day
of Prayer program on Sunday, March 4, at 2 p.m.
at the Coldwater United
Methodist Church.
.••

SALE 25%to75% off
Special Selections
*Lamps
'Decorative Accessories
'Pictures
*Candles
'Baskets
*Pillows
*Linens

Now
under new
ownership!
Come in today.

happiness
1104 Story

matt
753-4567

COOK'S
JEWELRY
Central Shopping
Center
Murray, KY.
753-1606

/
1 2 Price
Storewide
Sale
All In Stock Merchandise Will Be
1 2 Price.
Reduced /
--Except Watchbands
Lighters
Class Rings

•
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Coming community events
15

Thursday, Feb. 16
Thursday, Feb. 16
Temple Hill Chapter Special Education
No. 511 Order of the Building, Murray State
Eastern Star will meet University.
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.
Twin Lakers Antique
Car Club will meet at
Front Porch Swing Gateway Restaurant at
will meet at 7 p.m. at 7 p.m.
First Christian Church.
Preceptor Omicron
Hazel Woman's Club Chapter of Beta Sigma
is scheduled to meet at 7 Phi will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Hazel Communi- p.m. at Commerce
ty Center.
Centre.
Murray Business and
Professional Women
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Seven Seas Restaurant.

Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Ellis Center.

Calloway County
Association for Retarded Citizens will meet at
7 p.m. in Room 210,

Murray Civitan Club
is scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at Homeplace
Restaurant.

Thursday, Feb. 16

Friday. Feb. 17

Thursday, Feb. 16

Alpha Mu Chapter of p.m. with Rebecca
Epsilon Sigma Alpha Cunningham.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Westview Nursing
Campus Lights will be
Home and later at home presented at 8 p.m. at
of Mrs. Don Fleming.
Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State UniversiMurray Women of the ty. Tickets are available
Moose will meet at 8 at the door.
p.m. at lodge hall.
Welcome Wagon Club
The Single Connection will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
will meet at 7 p.m. in Commerce Centre.
third floor classroom, Members note change in
Education Building, meeting date and time.
First United Methodist
Church.
MSU Chess Club will
meet at 7 p.m. in Ohio
Alcoholics Room. Curris Center,
Anonymous and Al. Murray State
Anon will have a closed University.
meeting at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
Friday, Feb. 17
Twin Lakers RV CamBenton. FOr information
call 753-0061_ 762-3399, ping Club will meet at
753-7764. 753-5094 or 6:30 p.m. at Western
753-7663.
Sizilin Restaurant.

FOOD AND
ENERGY SAVER!

Carol Poe Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7

Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
-oh

VICKI BEADLES
(formerly of Rofflers)

Has Moved To Shear Lunacy!
753-2709 Olive St.

ENERGY
SAVER
SWITCH

Across from
rdway & Woods
Hall.

Saturday. Feb. 18

Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
Round and square
dancing will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.
"'Sleeping Beauty"
will be presented by
Children's Theatre at
9:30 a.m. and 12:301a.m.
in Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, Murray State
University.
Second night of Campus Lights will start at,8
p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray
State University.
Tickets are available at
the door.
Traveling exhibition
by juried members of
National Council on
Education for Ceramic
Arts will open in Clara
M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Center, Murray
State University. A
reception will be from 7
to 9 p.m.
----Calloway County
Education Association
Spelling Bee will be at 1
p.m. at office of
Calloway County Board
of Education.
Events at Murray
Moose Lodge will include games at 8 p.m.
4uid live entertainment
from 8 p.m. to midnight.

Model TOF17DC

General Electric 17.2 cu. ft.
No-frost refrigerator helps
keep food fresh up to 15 days!
• 4 73 Cu ft freezer
• Moist N Fresh sealed high-humidity pan
• Cool N Fresh lower-humidity pan.
• 1 full-width, 2 split-level adjustable steel shelves
• Rolls out on wheels
• • Energy saver switch in
normal position helps cut
operating cost
.
• Equipped for optional
automatic icemaker

WAS $68995
"
NOW $5990
$909$
SAVE
W,,le Only

THE
SALON

7P,7,EliyED.Y AFiDNS"Ai.Lk'IONAAiLA8LEATfXTpACJ

(.tE.WL BRING GOOD THINGS TO LIFE.
MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your Genei al Electric Dealer In Murray
How vrd Co,Li.'..'Somme..0.
213 tasr MAIN SlIMY

Vicki
Invites
Everyone
To Come
Visit
Her At
Shear Lunacy

7.
15 7556

Blouses

8.00

15.00
Reg. 32.00

Reg. to 28.99

Choose Lee or Chic
basic western jeans
at this, low price!

Entire stock of
quality fashion fall
sweaters reduced.

Long
Quilted
Coats

Long Wool
Coats

39.00

Reg. to 25.99

Reg. to 39.99

Stadium
Jackets

29.00

39.00

Reg. to 110.00

7.00
9.00
11.00

Reg. 69.99

Reg. to 79.95
,

,

Brushed
Gowns and
Pajamas

3.00
5.00
Reg. to 12.99
Leg
Warmers

Cafttans
and Floats

4.00
Reg. to 17.99

Handbags,

3.00
. 5.00
8.00
Reg. to 19.99

Skirts

3.00
5.00
8.00
Reg. to 29.99

.

Central Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 N. Murray 753-7991
_ .
--'
2
.
130".* .---.. -7Reg. to 12.99
III[

"Adventures in Attitudes" will be from 8
a.m. to 3 p.m. in
Mississippi Room, Curris Center, Murray
State University. For information call 762-3797.
Community Theatre
will sponsor fundraising mid -winter
dance from 8 p.m. to
midnight in Curris
Center Ballroom, Murray State University.
Donations are $10 per
couple and $6 for
singles. For reservations call 759-1752.
Dance featuringFire
Mountain will be from 8
p.m. to midnight at
Murray Moose.Lodge.

Panties
- 1.00
Reg. to $2.50

Mrs. Edward Nunnelee presented the program at a. recent
meeting of Chapter M of
the P.E.O. Sisterhood at
the home of Mrs. A.C.
La Follette.
The program was a
reading of "The
Greatest Pageant
Ever" written by Barbara Robinson.
Mrs. John Twomey.
president, presided.
Mrs. William Major
read the scripture from
Matthew 1:16-25 for the
devotional meditation.
Miss Ann Herron
reported on the progress
of the foreign student

The Single Connection
will have lunch at 12:15
p.m. at Homeplace
Family Restaurant,
Highway 121 North.
Final performance of
Campus Lights will be
at 2 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray
State University.
Tickets are available at
the door.

grant. The chapter
voted to send monetary
gifts to the four educational projects sponsored by PEO International Organization.
Letters from
members and friends
were read. Mrs. Nunnelee presented letters
from Mrs. A.D.
Albright, state PEO
president, and from
Mrs. Robert Maddox,
state 'recording
secretary.
Other members read
notes from two
members, Mrs. Gerald
Hudder and Mrs. Paul

Penny Homemakers Club
meets at the Parker home

Saturday School for
Community Arhildren.
kindergarten through
Ruth Parker. presiAlcoholics
sixth grade, will be at 1 dent of the Penny
Anonymous and Al.
p.m. at University Homemakers Club.
Anon will meet at 8 p.m.
Church of Christ.
opened her home for the
at J.U. Kevil Center,
club's meeting on MonMAyfield„
.
Alcoholics day. Jan. 16. at 1 p.m.
"Building A Diet"
Lynn Grove 'Senior Anonymous and AlCitizens will meet at Anon will meet at 8 p.m. was the subject of the
1:30 p.m. at Ellis Center in western portion of lesson presented by
with Jo Williams to give Livestock and Exposi- Marella Farless.
tion Center.
The landscape notes
special slide program.
about flowers in 'the
Saturday, Feb. 18
Round and square winter were given by
Dixie Breeze will play dancing will be from Elsie Williams_
for the- dance for 7:30 to 11. p.m. at Lynn
members of Murray Grove Roller Rink.
Eagles and guests from
Jackson Purchase
8 p.m: to midnight at
lodge on Highway 1121 Audubon Society will
Census at the Murraymeet at Mr. J's, Lone
North.
,Calloway County
Hospital for Monday.
Office of Conferences and Continuing Education Feb. 13, was 110 adults
and six in nursery.
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Newborn admissions
Non-Credit Computer Courses
were as follows:
Baby Boy Gile,
HOME ACCOUNTING
INTRODUCTION TO
parents, Elizabeth and
ON A
COMPUTERS
Steve, Rt. 6, Benton;
This hands-on course is designed for MICROCOMPUTER
Baby- Boy Williams,
persons who want to learn about the
An introduction for the noncapabilities of personal computers. Par- professional to the use of a microcomparents, Clara and
ticipents will be introduced to computer puter in horns accounting This course
Gary, 1211 Porter Ct.,
termkiology. word processing applica- is a leisurely priced overview of•comParis, Tenn.
tions. spreadsheets for financial use, and plete package for home accountant. Pargraphics. Hands-on experience will be ticipants will have the opportunity to
Dismissals were as
provided on the Apple II Plus computer. awn how • personal computer can be
follows:
This is an general Information course for used for budgeting, taxes. bank
those who know Nttle or nothing about statements, other home accounting
Darren Lee Garner,
computers. •6 Mondays, February needs. •Tuesday. March 13, 9 a.m-4
Rt.8; Miss Patricia Gail
27-Aprl 9 Inc class March 12). 5-7 p.m.. p.m. Fee: $65 Ione person/computer).

VisiCalc, • leading electronic spreadsheet program, can help you with
!salience sheet and income statement
analyses, sales art:auctions. budgets.
cash flow anelywie and 'market analyses.
You'N discover haw rapidly and easily
the software package can calculete and
display the answers to your complicated
financial problems. This course covers
the package in detail-starling at the most
elementary level and working through
more advanced applications forth. program *Monday. March 12. 9 am 4
p.m , Fee $60 lone person/computer)

Mrs. Parker presided.
Kathryn Walker read
- the scripture from Acts
16:31.

Kennedy, 1139 Wilfdid,
Mayfield; Miss Cindy
Lou Jones, Rt. 3;
Miss Deneshia F.
Wilson, Rt. 6; Mrs.
Debra J. Rowe, No. 91
Shady Oaks Trailer
Park; Miss Lindsay A.
Atkins, 605 Olive St.;
Miss Tiffany B. Cunningham, Rt. 8; Mrs.
Leah B. Evans,
Kirksey; Mrs. Jane A.
Pierce, Rt. 2;
Mrs. Peggy J. Gilkey,
1011 Broadway,
Hickman; Mrs. Martha
(Continued on Page 181
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Sat. Feb. 18th 10:00-5:00

Dixieland Center
(Next To Headlines)

)
Refreshments

'-5

Don't Miss It!
Register For Free Gifts

4 VI

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL
"Pure Brass Beds"
Twin Headboard
Full
Queen
Full Bed
Queen Bed

-

8114.95
$124.95
$134.95
*250.00
$274.95

J.P. Nesbitts
A

Most Unique Place To Shop
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Also present were
Murrell Madrey, Helen
Cole, Violet Johnson,
Artie Morris and
Maudena Butterworth.
The club will meet
Monday. Feb. 20, at 1
p.m. in the home of Mrs.
Farless.

Newest Laser-Disc
Video GameThe Biggest
Challenge Ever!

REGISTRATION IS EASY...simply cail(502) 762-2716 to obtaki addkional klforrnation or register for a course. To register
by maN send name, social security I. address, telephone
and registration fee to: Office of Conferences and Continuing Education, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071.

AdI
1 I
6)
11
13

ir

Dragon's Lair
Is Finally Here!

Participento wit use the Apple Writer
N word processing psckage for • personal computer Cl... members will
work on document entry, editing, formatting and printing Two basic
documents-the business letter and the
manusaipt-wIll be studied. Other word
processing packages will be discussed.
This course is Ideally suited as an introduction to the word processing
capabilities of a microcomputer.
•Wednesday and Thursday. March
14-15,9 e.m -4 p.m each day, Fee. $65
Ione person/computer. $50 each lattend
with a friend & share • computer)
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47 E

Newborns and dismissals
released by local hospital

Fashion
Pants

3.005.00
8.00
Reg. to 29.99

tion Center. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399 or 753-7764.

Mrs. Nunelee gives program
for PEO at La F011ette home

WORD PROCESSING
VISICALC ON A
FUNDAMENTAL SOFTMICROCOMPUTER WARE FOR BUSINESS
The course will show you how AN INTRODUCTION

Dresses

3.00
5.00
8.00

Oak. for breakfast at 7
Shower for Mr. and a.m. before going on
Mrs. Charles Mlles and field trip to Reelfoot
children, Karen, John, Lake.
Charlie and Josh, who
lost their home by fire
Local MS (Multiple
will be from 10 a.m. to Sclerosis) Group will
noon at Brooks Chapel meet at 12:30 p.m. in
United Methodist third floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway CounChurch.
ty Hospital.
---•'A Dance For Heart"
Sunday, Feb. 19
will be from 8 p.m. to
Alcoholics
midnight at Jaycee
Anonymous will have a
Civic Center. Paducah.
closed meeting at 4 p.m.
Third night of Campus in western portion of
Lights will start at 8 Livestock and Exposip.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray
State Unive-rsity.
Tickets are available at
the door.

Fe. 465 Ione personicomputerl. $50 $50 each lartend with •friend &share
each (intend with a friend & share • • computer)
computer)

SITPER
SALE

Lee® and
Sweaters
Chic® Jeans

Sunday. Feb. 19

Saturday. Feb. 18
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sunday school lesson

by h.c. chiles

Utility bills benefit state

Come to the feast
ii
61

Isaiah 55:-1-3, 6-11
Isaiah lived and
wrought in an era of
great material proserity. As is usually the case
In such eras,
coveteousness and
greed increased rapidly
just as weeds thrive during warm and wet

Ion
: 15

.ce
nt,

of
be
ett
ay
3' •
at

weather.
In that period of great
wickedness, the _prophets of God did their utmost to get the people to
forsake their wicked
ways and to conform to
God's will, but
multitudes refused to do
so.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Foot lever
6 Warms
11 Peaceful
13 Devotee of
Virgin Mary
14 Teutonic
deity
15 Tours
17 Parent
colloq
18 Policeman
slang
20 Avoid
21 Capuchin
monkey
22 Transgresses
24 Unit of
energy
25 Uninteresting
26 Traded for
money
28 Made suitable to
3,0 Servant
32 Sleeping
quarters
colloq
33 Certain toss
in quoits
35 Hawaiian
wreaths
37 Remainder
38 Dude
40 Cease
42 Mature
43 Eyelashes
45 Petition
46 Negative
prefix
47 Educational
institution
49 Note of scale
50 Testify
52 Morose
54 Declare _
55 Arabian
chieftains

te r
try
caonnam
rids
uners
D..
EO
om
lox.
ng
ead
wo
raid
'aul

led.
ead
kcts

1 Fragment
2 Mistakes
3 Prefix down
4 Pismire
5 Unit of Italian
currency
6 Stop
7 Bitter vetch
8 Three-toed
sloth
9 Mexican dish
10 Gastropod
mollusk
12 Cavern
13 Joined
16 Pad of
speech
19 Pledge
21 Peaks
23 Incline
25 Challenges
27 Excavate
29 Mountain
pass
31 Befoul
33 Rue
34 Elapse

Answer to Previous Puzzle

UUUU MOD OUU
UOUU MCC UOU
MUUMUU MD CHM
CUM UUIDOU
U1312012115130 UM
UMUUU 17010 ULDU
U UUU OUU UU
UOU OU121 BOUM
WU EIOUELIDU
UUUUU MOOD
UUU CU 00U12U
LUtl UUUU OUU
UMU OCIUU TUL
36 More tart
37 Forays
39 Baker s
products
41 Points of
hammer
43 Fruit of the
pine
44 Chills and

fever
47 Temporary
bed
48 Shade tree
51 Parent
colloq
53 Chinese
distance
measure

=NW
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WOW MUM MIME
NMI WWI MIME
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MUM
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frasces Drake
FOR FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17,1964
What kind of day will tomor- fields of management and
row be? To Had out what the banking, though you're often
stars say, read the forecast inclined to an artistic or progivesfor your birth sign.
fessional career.
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)16
01:
4
You'll post gains before
noon, but later work performance may be erratic. Your
original ideas make a big hit
with a group.
TAURUS
67
(Apr.20 to May 20) t:6
Romantic prospects
brighten, but unforeseen expenses could arise in connection with pleasure. Discussions open doors careerwise.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You'll get the financial
backing you need regarding a
domestic project. Evening
hours bring friends who drop
by unexpectedly.
CANCER
(June21toJuly22) 84
;1
Pleasure trips are lucky,
and the day is ripe for the enjoyment of hobbies. You may
come up with important work
insights. -
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(Dec.22t.oian.19) vv

Though travel is favored,
there may be some lastminute expenditures. You'll
receive encouragement to go
ahead with an idea.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 30to Feb. 18)
Eccentric friends prove
helpful personally, but avoid
wild-eyed business schemes.
Do further research about an
investment.
PISCES
(Feb.19tohlar 20) )(C
'
By all means socialize today. You criay be introluoed to
someone special. Private
business chats bring important disclosures.
YOU BORN TODAY are
versatile and practical. You
have natural abilities in the
Mau.

er--1

"sure mercies of
David."
Here David is the type
of Christ, the One Whom
all the blessings that
people need are to be
found.
Isaiah-55:6-11
God urges sinners to
repent of their sins, with
a firm determination
never to return to them,
and to receive Christ as
their personal Saviour
and the inclination to do
so.
The continuous rejection of God's gracious
Invitation frequently
results in the hardening
of the heart to such an
extent that one does not
have the hardening of
the heart to such an extent that one does not
have the inclination or
desire.
If man will forsake his
sinful ways and turn unto the Lord, the latter
will have mercy upon
him and abundantly
pardon him.
Regardless of how
grievously man has sinned against God,
forgiveness is promised
on the condition of his
genuine repentance
toward God and faith in
Christ.

In God's wonderful of
fer is included the blot
ting out of every tran
sgression, the removing
of every iniquity, and
the washing away of
every blot and stain
from the soul.
God does not want
anybody to live without
Christ or to die without
Him.
If any, who have
heard the gospel of
Christ, pass into eternity without salvation, it
will be due to the fact
that they have refused
to receive what Christ
has so graciously provided and so freely
offered. .1
It is urgent that all
who have not accepted
God's gracious offer of
mercy, pardon, salvation, love and blessing
do so without delay, and
then become
messengers of the good
news of.salvation to all.
Ahmed Ben
was
elected premier of
Algeria in 1962.

Car Rental
Call:
Gene
Buhmann
Dwain Tr4ylor
Chevrolet
753-2617

quiring the commission bill, empowering
the
to disallow utility costs commission to
require
resulting from impru- pipeline companies to
dent gas purchasing transport gas for others
practices, and HB 214, in lines with unused
concerning pipeline capacity, "came from
companies.
some of the testimony
we had where they had
Sen. Bill Quinlan. D- 'fields
trapped in and
Louisville, the commit- couldn't
get the gas
tee chairman, said that out "
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SPECIAL
Steak Finger Basket
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c00 ,.

GIVE YOUR LAMP
A NEW LOOK

Includes French Fries,
Toasted Bun & Slaw,
Reg. Drink & The Best
Steak Fingers In Town

torge setect.on of

LAMP SHADES to
choose from
Now

Special Good Feb. 17-23

Convenient Drive Through Window
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ON GENERAL ELECTRIC

SPECIAL PURCHASE

WASHER & DRYER
LARGE CAPACITY WASHER
and HEAVY-DUTY DRYER
Extra Drop-in
MINI-BASKET TUB
washes Sinai ioads and le,,cates

GENERAL FlECTRIC
LARGE CAPACITY
AUTOMATIC VIAMIER
Model WWA8344V
2 Wash and spin speeds.
4 cycle selections. Variable water levels. Automatic bleach and fabric
softener dispensers
WAS $459.95

NOW

409

MATCHING
GENERAL ELECTRIC
AUTOMATIC DRYER
Model DDE5944V
3 Cycles including permanent press 4 Heat
selections Automatic Temperature Control Automatic end-of-cycle signal
WAS $339 95

NOW $309
FREE Jacket When
You Buy The Pair
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(July M to Aug.22) 4124Q

A job opportunity falls into
your lap, but watch extravagant tendencies. Loved
ones decide to do something
different together.
VIRGO
(Aug. M to Sept. 22) ni?
Your mind works best in
repose today. Opportunities
for fun are plentiful. You're
the life of the party. Safeguard
health,though.
LIBRA
(Sept 23 to Oct. 22) AZ1
—
Morning hours are best totpeace of mind and work in
private. Later you face interruptions. Exercise creative
talents today.
SCORPIO
((kt. 23 to Nov. 21)
Visits with friends are
stimulating, but keep costs
down. You'll come up with
new decorating ideas. Investigate home computers.
SAGITTARIUS
.V0
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) ^
Career developments are in
your favor, but don't push
your luck with extravagant
demands. Unexpected news
pleases you.
CAPRICORN
Arf

Isaiah 55:1-3
Here our attention is
focused on God's
gracious offer of salvation. Before the sinful
people plunged into depths of despair, God.
through Isaiah, called to
them saying. -Ho!" By
that cry God meant for
them to ••Stop. Look.
and Listen." What he
was about to say
merited their careful attention and thoughful
consideration.
For those who do not
know God, who have an
awareness of their need
of salvation, and who
have a sincere desire to
be saved, here is a clear
invitation to come to the
true spring that will
slake their spiritual
thrist.
Verse one reveals the
comprehensiveness of
that invitation — it is addressed to "every one."
The provision of salvation is free — "without
money and without
price."
Its abundance is indicted by the word
"waters"; its joy is implied by the word
"wine"; its nourishment is included in the
word "milk"; and it is
available to all who
have a desire or thrist
for it.
Due to man's
mistaken notion that
salvation is something
he can "buy" with his
own efforts and works..
God here makes it clear
it is free and cannot be
purchased by anybody.
Man is here invited to
come and drink the
water of life. How
grateful we should be
that salvation is provided for and offered to us
"without money and
without price!"
Through His prophet
God assured those who
would hearken unto Him
he would make an
everlasting corenent
with them, ,and they
would,'then enjoy the

FRANKFORT. Ky.
AP I — The state would
gain authority over
natural gas. companies
under three bills that
have been approved by
the Senate Energy Committee and sent to the
Senate.
The bills, already
passed by the, House,
would increase Public
Service Commission
authority over utility
purchasing practices
and pipeline company
operations.
House Bill 57, requiring the commission to
ileview utilities' gas purchases from their affiliates and limit profits
involved, was approved
by the committee
Wednesday after objections from attorney
Robert Watt, representing Delta Natural Gas
Co., a retail distributor
in central and
southeastern Kentucky.
He said it would interfere with Delta's
plans to diversify into
gas production. •
Passed without
debate were HB 215, re.
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You want a sofa...you need a bed...but you don't have II
enough room. Thanks to a Jamison
sleep sofa, you have both!•
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Federal State Market hews Ser. Or
t'S 2-3 250-270 lb.
February 16 1964
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Martel Sows
S45 25 4 25
US 1-2270-350 lb.
Report Includes 5 thaytrig Stations
$37
Ott 331 50
Receipts Act 470 Kit 350 Etarrow• ES 1•3 300-450 lb.
$ta 00 TS 30
S Gilts I 00 Higher Sows Stead) 30 some 41 00
The correct location
L'S 1 3 430 300 lb.
Lower
$30 54/ 43140
of property boundaries
US 1-2 210-240 lba $46 73-47 25 few 47 50 I'S 1 3 300 650
$43 I.30-45 (NI
US
2-3
76-4475
3430-300
lb.
US 2300-210 lb.
1146
837 00-35(11 abutting roads is
the
$46 23 46 73 Roars $30 00 33 01
subject of a recent article published in the
.lournal of the American
Congress on Surveying
and Mapping by Andrew
C. Nellie of the Murray
State University
faculty.
Titled "Legal
Elements of Boundaries
Abutting Roads.- the
paper reviews both re
cent and historic court
decisions affecting the
rights of owners of land
abuting roads to the
land on which the road
- located.
lie said road boundaries are important to
t he practic trig SUrve ye r

MSU faculty member's article is published

Hog market

iind to the property
nwner because, in many
Instances, fee title to a
road rests in the adjoining owner, subject only
to the public right of
passage upon the road
itself _
Nellie said a land
surveyor, when performing a boundary

OPEN SATURDAY
In The Dixieland Shopping Center

survey, must locate and
plat the road boundary
in accordance with the
legal procedures defining it.
An assistant professor
in the Department of
Engineering
Technology at Murray
State, Nellie is a licensed surveyor in three
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Such
Brand Names As
• 9 West • Gloria Vanderbilt • Jellys •
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CREATIVE
TILE
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P•44e, TN 3412417
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By Abigail Van Buren

Lovemaking Loses Spark
For Five-Time Mother

DEAR ABBY: I am so glad I can write this because I
certainly wouldn't be able to talk to anyone about it. I am
• 38 and had five babies in five years. The youngest is 8
months old. My husband and I have always had a wonderful sex life. My problem is I don't feel anything anymore.
I enjoy the intimacy and affection of just holding each
other before and after, but as far as the actual act is
concerned, I feel nothing. No excitement, no climax—
nothing!
It's not my husband. He's as good as ever. I have never
told him; he's such a dear sweet man, it would hurt him if
he thought he wasn't satisfying me. What is wrong with
me?
I suppose I should talk to my doctor about this, but if I
can't even talk to my husband, how can I talk to a doctor?
I went once, but when I got into his office I told him I just
wanted my blood pressure checked. What should I do?
EMBARRASSED IN ALBANY, N.Y.

a

DEAR EMBARRASSED: Doctors are trained to
put the embarrassed patient at ease. But if you can't
talk to your doctor, talk to his nurse, and ask her to
tell him.
My medical expert says that having had five
babies in five years may have caused a temporary
absence of sensitivity that will return in time, but
the probability of a psychological involvement,
which is treatable, is great. So don't accept this
condition as permanent and hopeless. An honest
riinIngue with your husband as well as professionals

753-7220

SHOEOBARN

WHIPPED CREAM NICE TOUCH
Eggnog can be prettily decorated with dollops of
whipped cream that have been garnished with
strips of citron or angelica and a bit of maraschino
or candied red cherry to simulate holly.
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Polytechnic Institkte
before he joined t.4e
Miirray State faculty in
1982.

is imperative, but start with your physician.

Quality Shoes for
Men and Women at
Reasonable
Prices.

II

states. He has several
years of experience with
consulting firms and
taught at Virginia

DEAR ABBY: I am 49 and "Harry" is 50. Harry's wife
("Sylvia") died two years ago. My husband has been dead
a year. While our spouses were living we were a friendly
foursome. As fate would have it, after I became a widow,
Harry and I fell in love and now plan to marry. I'm
selling my condo and will move into Harry's lovely home.
There is a problem that must be faced, but it hasn't
even been mentioned. When Harry married Sylvia, her
mother, "Mrs. B.," who was then a young widow, moved
in with Sylvia and Harry and has lived there ever since.
Mrs. B. practically raised Sylvia's two daughters, who are
now married. She't a lovely woman and I have nothing
against her, but now that I am marrying Harry, I don't
think she should live with us, do you? She's 70, not
hurting financially, and she's in good health. Harry has
not brought up the subject, and I don't think it's my place
to bring it up. How should this be handled?
TOUCHY SUBJECT
DEAR TOUCHY: I understand your feelings and
agree it's inappropriate for Mrs. B. to live with you
and Harry. Since Harry has not mentioned the subject to you, I think you should mention it to him.

DEAR ABBY: I tried a suggestion someone sent in to
solve the problem of a neighbor's dog who barked continuously. I am- a night nurse who had been bothered by
the yapping of the neighbors' dog while the owners were
at work all day. I made a tape recording of the barking
dog, then I played it under the dog owner,' window while
they were trying to sleep.
The policeman who came to my door told me that my
actions were in violation of the law more so than the
dog's, because I had intelligence and knew that my
actions were wrong; the dog did not. Then he gave me a
citation for disturbing the peace. Thanks for nothing.
S..

(If you put off writing letters because you don't
know what to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to
Write Letters for All Occasions." Send $2 and a
long, stamped (37 cents), self-addressed envelope to
Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood,
Calif. 90038.)
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50 Off
Anything In
The Store

Women's

DENIM JEANS

SWIMWEAR

20% OFF
ENTIRE STOCK

1999 - 2999
Originally $25 • $44

Includes regular &
sale priced.

Includes one & two-piece
swimsuits and cover-ups.

Men's & Women's

SPRING
DRESSES

$5,$7,& $10
OFF CURRENT
TICKET PRICE
Originally $24 • $54

$5 & $10 OFF
CURRENT TICKET
PRICE
Starting at $28
Includes street-length,
jacket, and long dresses.
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Broadway lights dim in tribute to Merman

NEW YORK (AP) — and Blue," recalled
The lights of the Great Bob Hope. "Show
White Way were business has lost one of
darkened for the late its greats."
Ethel Merman, whose
Miss Merman, who
clarion voice brought , never took a singing
her fame on stage and lesson, was as much adscreen for over 50 years. mired by audiences as
as fans from Bob Hope she was by fellow perto ordinary formers. Her pipe-organ
theatergoers mourned voice brought down the
the first lady of musical house with such songs
comedy.
as "There's No Business
In memory of Miss Like Show Business,"
Merman, who died "Everything's Coming
Wednesday at age 75, all Up Roses" and her own
36 Broadway theaters favorite, "I Got
dimmed their marquees Rhythm."
for one minute at show
"She Will be missed.
time Wednesday night.
She...was one of the last
"It's like the Statue of red hot mamas," said
Liberty has fallen,.
" said Charlotte Coan of GlenCarol Channing. "Ethel dale. Calif., who was in
Mermati personified the New York attending a
best of Broadway Broadway show
musicals. She was an in- Wednesday.
spiration to us ail."
As the lights went out,
"Ethel Merman was a Ruth Danaceau of
dear friend, one with Cleveland, Ohio, added:
whom I started on "When she belted out a
Broadway nearly 50 song, she belted it out."
years ago in 'Red, Hot
Or as composer Irving

Berlin once put it:
"You'd better give her a
good song, because the
audience was going to
hear it."
She was found dead of
natural causes at her
Manhattan apartment,
according to Dr. Elliot
Gross, the city's
medical examiner. She
had undergone brain
surgery last April 15 at
Roosevelt Hospital, an
institution she had
visted once a week to
cheer up the bedridden.
Berlin, who wrote
"Annie Get Your Gun"
for Miss Merman. said.
"She was absolutely the
greatest. You could feel
safe with a song you
gave Merman."
Miss Merman first
took command of the
musical stage in 1930.
As a 2 I -year-old
neophyte in "Girl
Crazy." starring Ginger
Rogers, she had one
song and made the most

of it — the show stopping "I Got
Rhythm."
Her success continued
in such classics as
"Anything Goes" in
1934, "Annie Get Your
Gun" in 1946 and "Call
Me Madam" in 1950.
Her movies included
"Call Me Madam" and
"No Business Like Show
Business."
Miss Merman won
two Tony awards, in
1951 for "Call Me
- Madam" and a special
Tony in 1972 honoring
her entire career.
She was born Ethel
Agnes Zimmermann in
Astoria, Queens.
Her four marriages
all ended in divorce. The
second, to Hearst executive Robert D. Levitt
in 1942. lasted 11 years
and the last. to Ernest
Borgnine in 1964, ran only 38 days. She and
Hollywood agent
William B Smith were

married for a year in
1940, and her other husband was
Robert*(. an

Ky. Candy Co.

airlines executive she
wed in 1953. They broke
up in 1961.

Sheriffs one step closer
to passing succession bill
FRANKFORT, Ky.
AP
— Sheriffs won
another round in their
fight to be able to succeed themselves, but
the toughest battle is
still ahead.
The House State
Government Committee
easily passed the
sheriff's succession
amendment Wednesday. and the full House
is expected to do
likewise.
But the measure must
still go before the voters
in November as a constitutional amendment
and voters have never
before shown any inclination to pass it.
Most recently, in 1982.
voters turned down an

amendment to allow
sheriffs and the govern o r to succeed
themselves. A sheriff's
succession amendment
has also been turned
down two other times.

Almo — 753-4953
Located Old Almo School House

Discontinued Sale

W. have discontinued our chopped, pure beef
summer sausage and we have received our lest
contracted shipment. We have about 2,000 12
oz. and 6 oz. pkgs. We iav•a few crocks of
Wisconsin Sharp Cheddar Cheese at reduced
prices.
12 oz. Beef Summer
Sausage

(Reg. 4.75) $1.25

5 for $6.50

10 for $10.00

6 oz. Beef Summer
Sausage

5 for $3.50

The state government
committee also approved two measures stemming from the recent
Supreme Court decision
in the dispute between
the General Assembly
and the executive
branch. The measures
would change the way
the Legislature can
review administrative
regulations and governmental reorganization
to bring them in line
with the court deciion

(Rog. $2.75) 754

10 for $5.50

U.S.D.A. Fancy (In Shell)
Pecans
5 lb., $4.00 10 lb.. 7.50 us 9O
U.S.D.A. Fancy (Pcs. or Halves)
Pecans
3 lbs.. $10.00 lb. $2.50
ecanLog
Giant
P
(Reg. $3.00) $1.00
Giant Peanut or
Coconut Log
(Reg. $2.50) 75'
Rog. Pecanita Roll
506
& Other Items
Open 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Friday & Sat. Feb. 17-18
We Will Deliver Orders of $10 or more.

S.

COW1
%
1 79
Jrcococl.Wiet.ax11.c.gtWe Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town!
a

GOOD THRU
2-22-84

"Ifs in
Me Sag"

't
a

br

4
4

BONUS SPECIAL
WITH *15°° ORDER

White Cloud
Toilet

TISSUE

Boy, Do
We Have
Bargains

Kenneth Owen

We Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Quantities

i)

LI

Doz.

Limit 2

Limit 2

With S 15 00 Additional Purchase
)(chiding Dairy & Tobacco Products

With $15.00 Additional Purchase
.E.'xcluding Dairy & Tobacco Products

•

We Gladly Accept
Food Stamps

BUY ONE-GET ONE FREE
Blue Boone:

WV 1 GET

SPREAD ., Lb
Hyde Park

Bowl

elias

BISCUITS

FREE
BUY 1 GET

12 01

Keebler Gi,th

FREE
BUY 1 GET

TART SHELLS
Mrs Filberr,

FREE
BUY 1 GET

SPREAD

lb Bowl

Hyde Park Flesh Kosher

FREE
BUY 1 GET

DILLS-48 Vi

FREE

Mous 32 Or

BUY 1 GET

8EEFAMOTO-32 Oz
Fiesta Deodorant

SOAP-4'4

0/

- Northwood's Pancake
SYRUP-24 0/

SPAGHETTI ;(),
Choict.

69

4 Roll Pkg.

Red Cross

LI S

EGGS

69

7M

Can you imagine taking an oath with your right hand
on
an onion?
That's what the ancient Egyptians are said to have done,.
They considered the onion a symbol of eternity because
of
its formation of a sphere within a Sphere.
For that matter, can you imagine an army general refusing to fight unless his men had onions? No less. a
man than
Ulysses Simpson Grant did that very thing. les a rrilfiter
of
record. In the summer of 1864; he sentthe following
wire
to the'War Department:-"I will not move my army
without
- onions." The very next day, three trainloads of onions
headed for the front.
General Grant insisted that onions helped to prevent
dysentery. But he may also have read that Alexander
the
Great...who .was no slouch as a general.. fed
onions to his
troops because he believed that it made them
brave.
Well, onions may not make you brave, but they
might
very well make you healthier. TIfis-is no recent idea.
Women
back in the _Middle Ages wore necklaces of onions
to insure good health. But it has had some fairly recent
support.
Researchers in India claim that chewing raw onion
helps
kill mouth germs and stop tooth decay:
Onions, by the way, are a member of the lily family and
produce beautiful flowers ranging in color from lilac to white.
And they have several very close relatives, such as
leeks,
chiyes, garlic, shallots and scallions; all with roughly
the
same pungent flavor and all very popular in cooking.
Now that you know your onions, why not enjoy them
often, and remember here at Owens we have the
finest
selection around, and I'll swear to that., with my right
hand
on an onion!

Hyde Park
Grade 'A' Large

FREE

Bright Eyes

SAVE

Prego Spaghetti

s l"

SAUCE

SAVE

Cross & Blackwell 12 Oz.

57c

COCKTAIL SAUCE89°

SAVE

Eagle Brand Condensed
14

Hyde Park 15 Oz.

•

PORK N BEANS.3/S 1

PIE FILLING

SAVE

21 Oz

$219
Minute

SAVE

• RICE

89'

14 Oz.

SAVE

,2/79 GR

59c

BUY 1 GET

SAVE

FREE
BUY 2 GET
FREE

99c

$ 129

Hyde Park Blue Lake Cut

EEN BEANS

16 oz

SAVE

39'

Hyde Park Tomato

SAUCE8 0,

PORK
LOIN

GROUND
BE
EF
3 4 Lb Pky

Avg.

$169

Lucky Leaf Cherry

$ 59

$ 1"

CAT FOOD,q%
MILK

SAVE

Economy

14 17 Lb

320z.

99'

Wilt,it'

S Cho/co

ROUND SIRLOIN
STEAK STEAK

FREE
BUY 1 GET

OR BOTH
WITH '3000 ORDER

4/$7

4

Tennie Weenie

55'

PEAS

16i4 Oz

Hyde Park Decorated
$1 7
8
1 1)

nd zed Lb $1 88
leeti

TO

$
2
9
9
$ 13
9
Sliced Free

MEAT

DELI

.S Ch

PRODUCE
Fresh Crisp

Owen's Best

$369

T-BONE STEAK

DELI BAKED HAM

$329
Lb.

$329

PIT BAKED HAM..

. . Lb.

$489

$329
Lb.

$329
Lb.

B.B.Q. BEEF

$329
Lb

DELI ROAST BEEF

Lb

GRAPEFRUIT

$429

um`

LEMONS
'sod

ZIAID

$ 1 49

39c
89c

ONIONS
200 Slit

Owen's Bost

1 19

1"

Venni%

Owen's Best

1 29

BANANAS
5 Lb Bay Ruby Red

Baby

SWISS CHEESE

RADISHES
Golden RIPe

Owen's Best Virginia

BAKED HAM

49° & 59°
2/39°

LETTUCE
6 Or Cello Pack

Owen's Best Boneless
Owen s Rest Sliced Slab

Jumbo Roll

$ 19
Lb

•
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•
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Eastman Kodak's chemical division adds color to many items
KING SPORT, Tenn
• AP — Touch a green
•

guide. a Donald Duck
toy from 'Mattel, a

plastic bottle of 7-Up. a
Black & Decktfr drill

oi.u....4110•411‘
0

•

FRIDAY
SEAFOOD BUFFET
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

u

dosolosegolkl0WW1111011"lialik

.g1,2L
1014
-

seek out
the
savings!

'.*40141
,
-44
Featuring Frog Legs, Home Style Clam
Chowder, Boiled Gulf Coast Shrimp,
Oysters on the Half-Shell, Breaded
Shrimp, Fried Oysters, Cod Fillets Fried
to a golden brown, Shrimp Fried Rice,
Breaded Ocean -Clam Strips, Select
Breaded Oysters, Breaded Fillet of Cod,
Assorted Hot Vegetables, Salad Bar,
Cheese Bar,. and Dessert Table:

N.

CORRECTION
25
ONLY $ 10

Hwy 94 Aurora
•
•••

!
:• •
A•

fers a bit like Kodak's
forgotten stepchild.
Though it supplies
about 15 percent of its
prochicISA0 Kodak Park
in Rochester for use in
film base, photographic
chemicals, plastics and
errkulsions, the rest of its
business is totally
separate from
photography.
"Most of us are not
concerned with the
photographic business,"
said P. Carroll Underwood, president of
Texas Eastman Co. in
Longview, one group
within ECD:
The chemical division
has facilities in Tennesee, Texas, Arkansas.
South Carolina and
England.
The division's main
customers — the auto
and housing industries
— are booming, now
that the recession is
over. Wilbur said.
Forty-five percent of its
products are sold to
those industries, he
estimated.
In profitibility and
cost control. Kodak's
chemical division is
beating competitors like

The Storey's Food Giant ad
which appeared in the Wed.
Feb. 15th edition of The Murray Ledger and Times contained a printing error.
The ad should have read:
Minute Maid Orange Juice 12
Oz. Can $1.09 each.

Kenlake State
Resort Par

int

industry- — and declining profits in Kodak's
photographic division —
Kodak's chemical division is beating__its..com-_
petition in both profitability and cost
control.
The chemical division
is not laying off
workers. Its business is
picking up faster from
the economic recovery
than that of the
photographic division.
And it is expanding. "No one else is expanding their chemical
capacity right now."
said chemical industry
analyst James Wilbur of
Dean Witter Reynolds.
"Kodak is going against
the grain."
In the last three
years, Eastman
Chemicals has received
its largest share ever of
Kodak's spending for
new construction and
improvements: 27 percent or $316 million in
1981. 31 percent or $465
million in 1982 and 20
percent or $193 million
POEM. in 1983.
Yet. the Eastman
Chemicals Division,
employing 17.420. suf-

Cadillac steering wheel,'jumped 20 percent to
a Japanese yen, a $549.1 million, the compolyester ski jacket, a pany said.
For the year, Kodak's
Kool cigarette.
_sales were down 6 perEach contains
_
materials from the cent while the chemical
chemicals division of division's were up 6
percent.
Eastman Kodak Co.
Chandler also said
Though only a small
part of Kodak as a whole Monday he will "show
— 21 percent of total off" the division by
sales in 1983 — Kodak holding Kodak's annual
Chairman Colby shareholders meeting
Chandler has called the this year in Kingsport
Eastman Chemicals for the first time in the
Division. -a bright spot company's' history.
'Kodak's U.S.
in these times of
chemicals'business is
uncertainty."
In the 1983 financial very good, while its U.S.
report issued Monday. photographic operation
the division which is is flat and its internaheadquartered here was tional photographic
one of the few upbi,at business is getting killd," said Eugene
spots in an otherwise
dismal Kodak picture.
Glazer, photo industry
In the fourth quarter. analyst with Dean Wittotal Kodak sales were ter Reynolds in New
down 15 perCent to $2.57 -York.
billion, but sales for the
Despite a worldwide
chemicals division slump in the chemical

;
ti

/
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THE BEGLEY PHARMACIST
YOUR HEALTH CARE SPECIALIST

"The Silent Killer" HIGH Blood Pressure
People with high blood pressure (Hypertension) may not feel
sick Often high bl000 pressure doesn1 cause any obvious
symptoms and people may be unaware of its presence
Hypertension can be treated and controlled under the care of
a doctor
Have your blood pressure checked regularly!

Central Shopping Center Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, 753-4025 Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12-6

k
\N.

Kenneth Tucker,
Pharmacist

COMPARE OUR LOW LOW PRESCRIPTION PRICES

'
LEGAL NOTICE
DESIGN PUBLIC HEARING
CONCERNING THE PROPOSED
REPLACEMENT OF THE
BRIDGE AND APPROACHES OVER
ROCKHOUSE CREEK
ON KY 1346

,

Onalle Redennedrer

Hershey's
mock

Popcorn

Candy Bars

Coke

Manse Brand

Tab, Sprite and diet Coke

Paper Towels

2 Llter

Jumbo Rolls

Mw Chocorate Almond Kracigle
Mr Goodbar and Special Dark

IS oz Jar
C1R,-,1111o1 Pooping

8

9%9 Si 29

We reserve the right to simt ouant,hes

Not responsible tor typographical errors

Pqces good thru February 20. 1984

Our low prescription prices are
easy to sWallo\N

Special
Packaging

0
Eye Shadow, Mascara
7

L'Oreal

and Eye Crayon
Al shades and colors to choose from

nine
Eye Drops

Visine

12 oz.
Comforts, soothes reloeves
frntation Gets the red out,

for the
of I
2price

Benylin
Cough Syrup
4 az.
Quiets cough ouckly
effectrvely
vothout a prescnpeOn

eye drops

Hair Spray

$229

••4

14
1
/g
li

Rag $2 74

$119

Bausch & Lomb

Sensrt[ve Eyes

Saline
Cleansing
Solution

•

I oz

$2.69

1•Cluart

Moak
Pail

Sale
Pvice

AAP"'

Plasts poi well
easy pour spout

Details
fibre0

Final
Coil

11111

Istfamil

Oral•

Web Iron
32 Oz.
Infant formula for
baby s lust 12
months Ready to
use

s169
A CAN

Toothbrushes

1,!

4.Row Adult
Sort-end. rounded
polished bnsees

919.
1

1/

S149 164 Charge It At Begley' And Save! r2,11
Reg,
99

Whodasere
PRO 1450

4 her salting, and 2
styling
voids
010 fastest Orreg

for easy

Amaz.n9iy compact deur abs yOu
enrov all your riwome iadio stations
wherever you go

S/..p
Pr•c•
Pori,
rer

Final
Cost

Begley Product
6egiev s

ff

I.0110•1010
WOO,Vi•iwolo and
lanowil•
•
10•11ffillm

72 Tablas
*pas TO Ow Non-i.dxt
torm.rp

Aqua

Net or
it Wonderful
lo
All formulas

Twin Prints
jorice,an extra set of prints
of color film
One to keeo
one to snare
Phar • •• •
Guaranteed Quality and Service
Begley% Ow Om denial's!
For one low

from every rot

Reg Si 89
NEW,

ReviOn
*Aural neer/

Dry Skin Relief
Lotion
14.11 oz.
The einrainch all-over
body lotion with sweel
almond oil and honey

The Department of Highways has scheduled a Design Public Hearing, Tuesday,
February 21, 1984 at 7:00 P.M. at the Brooks
Chapel Methodist Church near Dexter, Kentucky, concerning the following proposed
project to afford all interested persons and
those affected by the project an opportunity
to become fully informed about the design,
access and right of way features of the
project:
Calloway County, SSP 018 1346 001-002 005 D,
Dexter-KY 94 Road (KY 1346). The project
will consist of the replacement of a bridge
and approaches on KY 1346 located over
Rockhouse Creek, approximately 0.8 mile
East of US 641 at Dexter. In order to accommodate traffic while the new bridge is being
constructed an on-site detour will be
provided.
The public is invited. Persons interested in
and affected by the project are encouraged
to attend and express their views concerning the social, economic and environmental
effects the project as planned will have upon
Individuals and business organizations in the
area and community.
The Department considers this project as a
Categorical Exclusion in accordance with
the Federal Register Regulation 23 CFR
771.115 (b) (9). Federal Highway Administration's concurrence in this action was
given on October 5, 1988. Maps, plans and
other relevant project data are available at
the District Office at Fteidland between the
hours of 8:00 A.M. and 4:80 P.M., Monday
through Friday and will be available at the
hearing. Department personnel will be
available at the District Office and at the
hearing to discuss the proposed project, reply to questions and to,provide information to
all interested persons.
Written statements and other exhibits will
be accepted at the public hearing and made
a part of the hearing record. Additional
statements may be submitteco the District
Office of the Department of Highways atthe above location within ten days after the
public hearing.
The public hearing is being conducted pursuant to the Federal Aid Highway Act, 23
U.S.C., its revisions and as required by the
U.S. Department of Transportation's Policy
and Procedure Memorandum 20-8 dated
January 14, 1969.
John L. Puryear
"•
Chief District Engineer
Kentucky Departnient
of Highways
P.O. Hon 8010
Paducah, Kentucky 49001
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Du Pont, Monsanto and
Celanese. By developing
its own efficient
manufacturing processes, like _the _coal
gasification plant in
Kingspoint, Eastman
Chemicals saves
money. Wilbur said.
The division started 33
years ago in a wood
alcohol plant that made
charcoal briquets as a
sideline.
Now, ECD makes
more than 400 products,including plastic
coatings for upholstery
fabric and coatings for
"time-release" cold
tablets. It makes
chemicals used in floor
wax and ink additives
used to print the
Japanese yen. Its
plastic sheeting is used
for food packaging and
solar-heating panels
and its food stabilizers
are used in breads.
pasta and ice-cream
toppings.
Kodel polyester is
perhaps the best-known
brand name the division
produces. But the division is a major
manufacturer of
cigarette tow — the
white, cotton-like fiber'
used in cigarette filters.
Now, the division's
colored plastic bottle
polymers, molded by
other manufacturers into soft drink containers,
are among the its hottest selling products, according to John H.
Sanders, vice president
and assistant general
manager of the division.
Part of Kodak's 1984
budget for capital improvements includes
money to expand
polyester capacity at
the Tennessee and South
Carolina plants. But
that capacity will be for
polyester plastics.
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Employee of
Purina Co.
tells of leak
before blasts
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
I AP I — A Ralston
Purina Co. employee
received mime advance
warning of a hexane
leak that later led to the
explosions in February
1981 that darnaged two
miles of streets and
sewers, a Louisville fire
department official
said.
Warnnie Oliver, a
hazardous materials inspector, said the leak,
which occured just
hours before the blasts
that rocked southcentral Louisville, was
never reported to the
proper authorities. He
also described the plant
as "filthy in nature" the
day after the blasts.
He testified during the
second day of the trial of
a $125 million damage
suit against Ralston.
The plaintiffs, mostly
property owners in the
blast area, contend that
the company was grossly negligent in causing
the sewer explosions
that tore up streets in
southcentral Louisville.
Oliver said the insulation on the plant's pipes
was falling to pieces and
broken pipes and equipment were strewn
around the plant. He
described theicondition
of the plant as
"hazardous."
The plaintiff's attorneys are attempting
to show the jury that the
deteriorated condition
of the plant could have
led to the hexane leaks
that exploded inside the
sewers.
On cross-examination
by Ralston's attorney
Kenneth Anderson,
Oliver said that as a
hazardous materials inspector, he did not have
any engineering training to evaluate the
plant.
He said, however, he
learned after the explosions _that Ralston officials had,experienced
earlier -problems with
hexane backing up-into
the yard, but those were
never reported to
authorities even though
they feared that an explosion might occur.
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Collins to abandon investment formula created by Brown
FRANKFORT. Ky.
1AP) — The state will
Tarn an extra $400,000 in
investment income by
changing the way it
handle-a about -4350
million in state bank
deposits, according to
Finance Secretary
Lester Thompson.
The state is ending the
practice of tying its
deposits to a complicated formula designed by former Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr. to promote
economic development.
Thompson said.
Brown created the investment program
through a 1982 law and
rewarded banks that
contributed to economic
development. Brown

said it was also designed
to put an end to the longtime practice of
previous state
treasurers of awarding
state deposits to
political supporters.
Sen. Ed O'Daniel. DSpringfield. who wrote
the law, suggested that
Gov. Martha Layne Collins, administration
discarded the investment formula illegally
and is circumventing
the law's intent..
Thompson said that
the administration isinot
obligated to follow
Brown's formula
because the state is investing in a type of bank
note that is not addressed by, the formula.

THE ACES®

BOBBY WOLFF

Thompson said that the deposits, the ad deposits, called repur- ministration has changchase agreements. pay ed the way it handles
a slightly higher in- 24-hour. or overnight,
terest rate and will br- deposits, which are
trig-- -the state-- -more - --typically *150 million -a
money.
day.
He said the adThompson. with the
ministration intends to governor's approval,
distribute deposits to has set up a different bid
Kentucky banks at ran- procedure for the
dom. as long as the deposits.
banks are willing to pay
Each day at 9 a.m..
the interest rate the state finance employees
state establishes call 10 New York investthrough another for- ment companies and get
mula in the 1982 law.
their interest rate bids
Thompson, who is on the daily deposits.
selecting banks for the
But instead of giving
investments, said he has
the money to the bidder
chosen to redeposit
offering the highest inmost of the state money
terest, as the Brown adin the flame banks once
ministration did, the
the 30- to 90-day investstate asks Kentucky's
ment period expires.
five largest banks if
O'Daniel said the
they can match the
change could lead to the
highest rate...
return of political
Thompson said htabuses.
an obligation to let
feels
He charged that the
administration is "just Kentucky banks, match
Ignoring the economic the rates offered by the
development criteria New York institutions.
Typically, according
making random
an
selections of banks and • to state records, the
investments...and I Bank of Louisville has
don't think that's what taken $20 million to $30
million of the state
the law says."
In addition to chang- money each day.
The other four banks
ing the way Kentucky
put together have taken
• allocates short-term

"A fox should not be on
NORTH
2-16-A
+52
the jury at a goose's trial."
•K4
— Thomas Fuller.
•Q J 1084
"Would you have played
A 10 7 6
the hand the 'same way?"
WEST
EAST
asked South of an expert •J 7 4 3
•A 9 8
•Q 108 6 2
•J 9 5 3
East.
•6 2
"No," replied East, "but it •K 5
+83
4QJ95
wouldn't have done you any
SOUTH
good to play the hand
•K Q 106
correctly. I was sitting East
•A7
instead of you."
•A 9 7 3
South won with dummy's
+K42
heart king and led the diamond queen for a losing
Vulnerable: Both Dealer:
finesse. West continued
South. The bidding:
hearts and there were no
South
West
North East
hopes. South had only eight
1 NT
Pass
3 NT
All
tricks without a spade and
pass
when spades were led, East
took his ace and West
cashed his hearts for three
Opening lead: Heart six
more tricks.
"What would you have
Too bad South did not put
done differently?" continEast to a real test.
ued the unhappy South.
"I would have won the
Bid with The Aces
heart king as you did," said
East. "But I would have led
South holds: 2-16-B
a spade instead of a
diamond. Against most
•A98
Easts, you would have been
11,1 9 5 3
*6 2
able to steal a spade trick.
4QJ95
After that, it would have
been easy to cross to
dummy's club ace to try the
North South
diamond finesse. This would
1+
lose, but you would have had
your nine tricks."
"Are you saying that you
ANSWER: One heart. Introwould have hopped up with
duce the four-card major in
your spade ace at trick
preference to raising clubs.
two?" asked South.
Send bridge questions to The Ac...
"Naturally." offered
Box 12343, Dallas, Texas 752:5.
East. "It's the only play that P0
with sell-addressed stamped envelope
will beat the game."
tar reply

Whirl

Undercounter
Dishwasher

01

Model
1111Eir DU3000XL with
0
3 Automatic
Cycles

up to $30 million a day.
They. were identified as
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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0 • •

First National Bank of
Louisville, Citizens
41 41 41 41

0

Fidelity Bank, Liberty
National Rank and First

Security
Lexington.

Bank

ID 41 41 41 41 41 lb 41 41

11 41 4)

•
C
•
•

MURRAY RENTAL & SALES VIDEO TAPE LIBRARY

1. OVERNIGHT SPECIAL,2 movies s. VCR Good Tue &

2. 3-DAY SPECIAL,4 Movlas &

$995
Wed.

•

VCR Good Mon-Wed.

3. WEEKEND SPECIAL,5 movies a. VCR Good

$

•
995 •
•

$2495 •
•

Fri-Sun

WE ARE MURRAY'S ONLY
COMPLETE RENTAL STORE

•
•
•
•
•

RENTAL SALES

CENTER
2001. Main

753-8201
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••s••••••••
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Grimm IT 0100137 STORES)

Call on Us for All
Your Phone Needs

TELEPHONE VALUES
Cordless Phone at Tone Telephone Auto-Dialer
Lowest Price Ever DUCFONE°-93T by Radio Shack
ET-350 by Radio Shack

Cut 38%
Reg. 79.95
Universal Dial System
for pushbutton dialing
even on rotary lines.
Auto-Redial and privacy buttons Up to
100-foot range.
#43-266

• 3 Automatic Cycles • Energy-Saving Air Dry
Option • Decorator 4-Color Panel Pack •EASY
ROLLERS* Installation Wheels • Porcelain,Enamel-On-Steel Tub • More!
•Tmk
•EASY FINANCING AVAILABLE
•90 DAYS SAME AS CASH

save$30 8995

•••

15

Stores and dials up to 93 phone numbers.
To call, just dial the name or initals you've
assigned to a phone number. Tone service
_ :
_
_.... Phone not ncluded
required. #4
1-297

RUDOLPH GOODYEAR
U.S. 641 S.

Telephone Answering System

753 0595

Convenient Fone Flasher

DUOFONE IAD-114 by Radio Shack

NEW

17995

MEET THE NEW OWNERS

Connects to a Lamp—
"See" Your Phone Ringing

Records Messages Up to 3 Minutes Long
Never miss another important call again!
Voice-activated design saves tape. Remote
control lets you hear your messages from any
phone. #43-314 Battery for remote extra

Flashes lamp on and off when the phone
rings. Perfect for noisy areas or the hearing
impaired—phone calls can't help but be
noticed. #43-177

10-Number
Dialer-Fone

Pulse-Dialing and
Tone Telephones

ET-130 by Radio Shack

Trim-FonenA by Radio Shack

"Our Pledge To You: Service, Savings and Success!"

By Realistic'

1795

11•06/1.••

OF YOUR
NUTRI/SYSTEM WEIGHT LOSS CENTER
Hello Paducah!

Patricia K. Dearborn, Ph.D

3495

As educators we are particularly impressed with the educative dimension
of the Nutri/System program. We all
know that taking weight off is the easy
part. Keeping it off is quite another
matter. Nutri/System's behavior
education classes teach folks how to
recognize and get rid of destructive
eating patterns and turn them into constructive life-long eating behavior. We
have honestly seen individuals who
struggled with weight problems all
their lives, kick their bad eating habits
and feel the everyday rewards of living
healthier more productive lives!

Automatically dials up
to 10 numbers. Pulse
dialing. White, *43-507
Brown, #43-508
Wall Bracket. White.
#43-186. Brown,
#43-187. $2.99

Coiled Handset Phone Cords
Clinton R. Bunke,Ph.D

Handy Dual-Jack Cords

dialing, even on rotary lines White, #43-351.
Brown, #43-352
Tone. For long-distance and bank-by-phone
services. Tone service required. White,
#43-353 Brown. #43-354

Cordless Phone Case

Lets you operate two phone devices from
. only one modular jack.
12-ft. #279-373, $6.95
25-ft. #279-363, $7.95

e**

Quick-Connect Jack. With spade terminals
Connect to existing block #279-355, $2.19
Modular Jack. As above, with clips Easy to
install yourself #279-386, $2.99

291P 1995
Keep an Ear on a Child's Room

No wiring needed—just plug into any AC
outlet Doubles as a convenient one-way intercom #43-208

As poop,* very, so do thou
roight looses.

Rebind Lourdes
Hospital

•

*,

Keep a Record
of Your Calls!

Plugs into remote mike jack of
most portable cassette recorders #43-'228
sn.t. VIC.AtA. •

1532 Lone Oak Rd.

3, ns ••

219

Wireless FM Monitor Phone Recording Control
By Radio Shack
System By Realistic

Present this coupon at the center listed below to be eligible to participate
in the NEW OWNERS'SPECIAL FIVE-POINT SAVINGS PLAN.

weight loss medical centers

By Radio Shack

695

COME IN!

a
num/system
442-7773

Modular Phone Jacks
Low As

Call today for a free no-obligation consultation...

PKONE-.

Belt loop keeps phone at your
side. Padded vinyl helps protect it
from dirt and scratches. #43-190

Low As

;,/,*(//./)

Over 575 Gnaws Nationwide

NEW 495

By Radio Shack

NEW OWNERS'SAVINGS PLAN

A

Pulse. Universal Dial System for pushbutton

By Radio Shack

Cut 449
Each
25% Reg. 5.95
Modular 18-foot replacement cords. Satin,
#279-361. Brown. #279-378 Beige.
#279-379. Almond, #279-380 White.
#279-381

Dr. Bunke is a professor of
Education of Illinois State
University, Normal, Illinois. He is a nationally
recognized
keynote
speaker, consultant in
human resource development and the originator of
the concept of "ownership
education" in this country.

In the months ahead we're looking forward to spending time in Paducah, getting to know you, and getting involved with the community. We're excitied about owning the Nutri/System Center here because
we believe in Nutri/System, we believe in the competence and professionalism of our staff, and we
believe in the future of Paducah!
Warmest Personal Regards,

Qat...4

4ach
59
4

By Radio Shack

The Nutri/Systern Center in Paducah
Before becoming involved
has
been helping people reach their
with
Nutriaystem, Dr.
weight loss goals for three years. We
Dearborn was the Director
plan to continue the outstanding service
of Research for the College you've received
in the past. And along
of Education at Illinois with the tried and true program
you've
State University. She also come to count on, we will bring some
served as a Director of a exciting new services to the Paducah
regional center for gifted Nutri/System Center with substantial
savings to our clients.
and talented students.

ups,41111`•
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Check Your Phone Book for the Rados Amok Store or Dealer Nearest You
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DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION' 54.41

n

F
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L rw. ,s a senrice mark of Cltrcorp

PRICES APPLY AT PARTCIPATING STORES ARO DEALERS
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OVC basketball: Murray State hosts Akron, 7:30 tonight in Racer Arena
41440,16iptiv.*Of'A
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Johnson makes downhill history

Mirrray Ledger & Times
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U.S. wins first Alpine gold tE
By NORM CLARKE
AP Sports Writer
SARA .1 E V 0
Yugoslavia Al' — Hill
Johnson gave the United
States its first men's
Alpine skiing gold
medal in Olympic
history today, winning
the men's downhill at
the XM• Winter Games.
It was this year's se- seconds. Austria's Ancond gold medal for the ton Steiner took, the
bronze in one minute.
United States. Debbie
Armstrong of Seattle 45.95 seconds.
Austrian Franz Klamwon the women's giant
mer. the 1976 Olympic
slalom on Monday.
Johnson. 2:1. of Van downhill champion.
Nuys. Calif.. who had finished I0th.
Flirting with its worst
dominated five tcaining
rims held before bad medals showing in 20
weather delayed the years and with time runrace. clocked in at one ning out. the United
minute. 45.59 seconds. States was looking to
No American man had Johnson and skater
ever finished, higher Scott Hidnitton tor an,than fifth in this event. uplift. Before Johnson's
and the only American -win and with four days
previously to win a remaining ii the
medal in the downhill Games. the United
was Cindy Nelson. who States- has just three
medals — one gold and
took a bronze in 1976.
Switzerland's Peter two silver 7 and was
Mueller. an,o-the,r tied for fifth place with
favorite, claimed the West - Germany and
silver medal with a time Sweden.
Hamilton an d
of one minute. 45.6
Rosalynn Sumners, the
men's and women's
Pipes &
figure-skating leaders,
Accessories
were solid medal pro15 Blends of
spects. They were in
Pipe Tobacco
position to give the
The Smoke Shoppe
United . States its first
610 S. 4th St.
sweep of the two events
Murray, Fain Ins. Bldg.
since 1956 when Hayes

had their Medal hopes
dashed by finishing 12th
and 13th. respectively.
in the compulsories. a
program that requires
the competitors to trace
intricate figure eights.

California kid
stuns Olympic
downhill skiers

,
.1.,ordecl
.it
ss!

the

.""111,51."1",.
."1,,‘"—•

Gold' Sifier Bronx T

Alan Jenkins and
Tenley Albright did it.
The United States
took home 12 medals at
the 1980 Games at Lake
Placid. N.Y.. tying their
high for a Winter
Games. In 1964, the U.S.
team, won six medals.
Twice, in' 1936 and in the
first Games in 1924. the
United States was held
to just four medals.
Wednesday was a day
the U.S. hockey team
and American figure
skaters Elaine Zayak
and young Tiffany Chin
would rather forget.
A 3-3 tie with Finland.
on a goal with 21
seconds left, saddled the
E.S. team with its worst
Olympic hockey finish.
Just 1-2-2 in round-robin
play, the Americans
meet Poland. 1-4. Friday in a match for
seventh place. The
previous worst I.S.
Olympic finish was
sixth ih 198.
Chin. 16, of Toluca
Lake. Calif.. and Zayak.
IS. of Paramus. N.J..
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Sleets, Jakubick chase Critt„enden's legacy
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
They're as different
as nightadd day — Lamont Sleets and Joe
Jakubick — but they're
chasing the legacy of
the same Murray State
player. Howie
CtIttenden.
Tonight Murray State
tans will have an opportunity to see. both Sleets
of MSU and .Jakubick of
Akron going head-tohead in their quests for
the elusive Crittenden
records.
4111P

Sleets. the Racers 5-10 17.0 points over' the last
senior gmard. has eight contests.
become a definite threat
The 17.0 pace appears
to overtake Crittenden more realistic for Sleets
as Murray State's all- to accomplish since he
time leading scorer. shows an 18.3 average.in
Sleets•needs 136 points 20 games this year. The
to surpass Crittenden's fifth-year senior missed
2.019 career point total one game this season
and if he entertains because of. a leg injury
thoughts of breaking the and he was redshirted
scoring standard he'll after three games durhave to have total ing the 1981-82 season
cooperation from his because of a stress fracteammates the re- ture in his foot.
minder of the season.
Jakuhick, on the other
hand. -iS'a 6-5 guard with
With six games re- a most unorthodox
maining on the NISU shooting style. The
schedule. Sleets needs lanky. gangly-looking
to average 22.7- points senior' from Mansfield.
per outing to pass Crit- Ohio. has a spastic
tenden during the release motion .with
regular season. If Sleets elbows and knees
and the Racers should askew, but his scoring
make the Ohio Valley results speak for
Conference post-season I hemselves.
tournament and play in
In 22 games this year
both games Sleets would Jakubick has averaged
'only have to aveiage '24 p$.61tS — best in the

nation -among Division I
men. Coincidentally, it
was Feb.13. 1983, when
Jakubick was last ranked as the top scorer in
the nation.
The Mansfield Magician. as Jakubick is
sometimes called, owns
21 records at the University of Akron and he's
closing in on two Ohio
Valley Conference
marks — one of which is
held by Crittenden.
Jakubick has con%
nected on 908 field goals
out of 1.779 attempts in
his career. Crittenden
attempted 1,835 shotg
during his MSU playing
days between 1952 and
1956.
The other OVC record
under seige by Jakubick
itz; held by Western Kentucky's Jim McDaniels
wimp made 935 field goals
in his career.

The Zips' top scorer
currently averages 30.1
points per game against
OYC competition, but he
may be hurting if his
record pace depends on
Akron's team success
the rest of this season.
Akron has,lost its last
five games — four in the
OVC and has only five
games left on the
regular season slate.
Four of those last five
games are OVC contests
with two being on the
road where the Zips
have posted a 0-9 record
this season.
Games at M S
tonight t7:30i and at
Austin Peay on Saturday Will close out
Akron's road schedule.
The Zips are ranked
sixth in the OVC standings 3-71, Austin Peay
is fifth i 3-6) and Murray
is fourth 15-4).

MURRAY RENTAL & SALES
WE ARE MURRAY'S ONLY COMPLETE RENTAL STORE!
NOW HAS VCR EQUIPMENT &
MOVIES TO RENT
C RENT THE ENTERTAINMENT YOU WANT
TO VIEW IN YOUR OWN HOME
*CLASSICS
---_-:
•
*THRILLERS
*DISNEY'S
*ROMANCE & MORE

NEW TITLES
ARRIVING WEEKLY
Join Our Movie
Club & Save
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP

19.95
_

WITH YOUR MURRAY RENTAL MOVIE MEMBERSHIP
YOU RECEIVE:

2 FREE MOVIES PER MONTH, MOVIE
RENTAL FOR $2.50, AND 3 FREE
MOVIES UPON PAYING MEMBERSHIP.
MOVIE MEMBERSHIP IS NOT REQUIRED
TO RENT FROM MURRAY RENTAL
We Also Rent: Televisions, Exercise Equipment,
Party Goods, & Most
Any Item For The
Home Owner or
Contractor.

It's a
verylimited
edition Oldsmobile Cutlass...
and it's hot! Fifteen specialfeaturesfrom wire wheels
to special Firemist paintto98 Regency trim.
You get all this and more and save over $400
on features alone.
An exciustve otterfrom your Country Olds.Friends dealer

Polio. Motors Incorporated
Oldsamobil•-Pestles-Cadillac-Seta

753-8201

"firthrfioil Capstimmors Aro Our Maks Commeoro"
f

1406 Vilost Mehl 111./iterray, Ky.753-3315
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Arkansas becomes 20-game winner; Georgetown, DePaul keep pace
By The Associated Press
After knocking off topranked North Carolina
last weekend, the
Arkansas Razorbacks
have put another big
notch on Coach Eddie
Sutton's belt — his
eighth straight
20-victory season.
"Every year winning
20 games is one of our
goals," Sutton said after
the 14th-ranked Razorbacks defeated Texas
Christian 55-48 in college basketball Wednesday night. "Across the
nation, it is recognized
that if a team wins 20
games, it has been a
good season. I hope our
team is not satisfied and
that we win some
more."

Sutton was worried
that his team might
have a letdown after the
North Carolina game.
He said he warned his
Razorbacks at practice
Tuesday to "forget"
about North Carolina.
"It was difficult
because everyone on
campus is talking about
the game and is still excited," he said.
In other games involving the Top Twenty,
second -ranked
Georgetown defeated
Villanova 59-46: third ranked DePaul crushed
Loyola (Ill.) 93-77; No. 8
Memphis State tripped
Florida State 75-67; No.
9 Oklahoma nipped
Oklahoma State 57-55;
No. 13 Wake Forest

whipped Clemson tis-57. Southwest Conference,
and No. 19 Duke beat one game behind the
Houston Cougars. The
Stetson 80-69.
Alvin Robertson led eight straight 20-win
the Arkansas attack seasons are an SWC
with7 points, 18 in the record.
Top Ten
second half when the
Patrick Ewing colRazorbacks pulled
lected 18 points and
away from TCU.
The Razorbacks trail- eight rebounds as
ed TCU by six points Georgetown avenged
late in the first half and one of only two defeats
28-25 at intermission. this season with its 59-46
But they outscored TCU triumph over Villanova.
7-1 to start the second The victory was the
half and later pulled
away from a 37-37 tie by
going on a 12-1 streak,
taking a 49-38 lead.
Robertson scored eight
straight points during
that stretch run.
Team
The victory boosted Team No 8
52% 27%
Team No. 7
48
32
Arkansas' overall mark Team
No 6
45
35
to 20-4 and 10-1 in the Team No. 3
41
39
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Women
5-Km Cross-Country
Gold- Marja-laisa Fiamalainen.
Finland
Silver - Bent Aunli, Norway
Bronze - Kvetoslava Jeriova
Czechoslovakia
10-Km Cross-Country
Gold - Marja-Liisa Hamalainen.
Finland
Silver - Rain-so Smetanina
Soviet Irnion
Bronze - Brit Pettersen, Norway
455-Km Relay
Gold - Norway • Inger
)Helene
Nybraaten. Anne Jahreri. Brit Pet,
tersen and
Bent Aunli •
Silver. - Czechoslovakia
I Dagrrfar Schvubova, Pilanka
Paulo. Gabriela
Svohorlova and Kvetoslava
••••
Jenova •
Bronze - Finland ,Pirkko Maui•
Ia. Eija Hyyttainen. Marjo
Matikainen and Marja Limo
Hamalainen,
SPEED SKATING
Men
500-Meter
Gold - Serge] Folio- hey. Soviet
Union

Team
Team
Team
Team

-

1 .••1 • tt...

tt

Sta. let I mon

1.500-Meter
Gold -- Karin Enke
Silver

E Crmic,
e
.

,Aridrea

-

Hermativ

Bronze -- Natalya l'etro>.••.a.
Soviet 1„.111./11
3.000-Meter
Gold
Si
F

-.-Andrea

1:ern-tally
Silver

-

Enke

1-

-

Yoshihiro

-.1

baetan

Kitazawa
'
Boucher.

i7errnany
;a1.1 St
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F
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TaroMan
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Silver

-
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Bogdan MusiolK
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FIGURE SKATING
Pairs
- Elen

KIM

at

I
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t tilte d Slit,

1 (lee 51 ik,,irm

Gold

-

Silver

so,i•
Dance

1 hi,
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and Andrei Bokin

Bronze

Bronze

go,

-

Rene

Malkov
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Manila

•

ch

Sergi

LUGE
Men
Singles
•.

Ste, lei

Si hoetist

Germany

Doubles
Women
500-Meter

1-.1117

- Christi* Rothenho rx e r K

••1111,... hci

Silver

11.-1.1.ta
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Karin

9:nke

E

Germam
Bronze
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Women .

Nalalva Chive. Si, idt
1 1, ttta

1,000-Meter
- Farm Enke. E. Germany
Silver - Andrea Schoeue E
Germany
(7015
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224
224
222

212
208
204

237
258

621
592
553

Pro Basketball

536

I ti. ‘‘.•i„ 1- .1 ;,•,

Team
V.
Public Ice
58
Bank of Murray
5511
Dermison•Hunt
5314
Peoples Bank
5114
Futrell Tile
49
Universal Advertising
47
Druthers Restaurant
45
Fisher Price No. 2 ' 44
Panama Jack
13
Paradise Kennels
39
Thurman Furniture
3814
Herndon Auto Repair
36
(1entury Auto Sales
54
Fisher Price No, 1
22
High Team Game • SC •
Peoples Bank
Public Ice
Thurman Furniture
High Team Game i HC •
Futrell Tile
Peoples Bank
Herndon Auto Repair .
High Team Series 1SC t
Public Ice
Peoples Rank
Thurman Furniture
High Team Series • HC
Peoples Bank
Public Ice
Herndon Auto Repair

30
321,4
341,4
381,4
39
41

43
44

45
49
4914
52
54
66
908

Fpgh Ind. Game I SC)
'Patty Harris
Pat McCarthy
Wanda Brown
High Ind Game (HC)
Patty Harris
Pat McCarthy
Joyce Taylor_
Janet Smith
High lnd. Serlea ISC)
Ethelene McCallon
Pat Heaselrvxie
Mel Wilson
High Ind Series MCI
Joyce Taylor
Janet Smith
Carol Staticiewicz

482

699
883
682
667
653
648

168
169
158
158
143
133

National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pct
GB
Boston
39 12
765
Philadelphia
32 19
7
Ness Vick
31
19
620
New Jersey
2827
491
14
Washington
24 28
462 15.,
Central Division
Milwaukee
30 23
566 Detroit
28 22
560
14
Atlanta
28 25
5214
2
Chicago
21 28
129
7
Cleveland
20 31
392
9
Indiana
1
14
36
280 14,
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Utah

32

San An
Kansas City
Denver

2232
1099
1077

2595
2544
2387

3117
3096
3040

High Averages
Ethelene McCallon
Sondra Rice
Lois Smith
Wanda Brown
Pat Hesselrode
Mel Wilson
Patty Harris
Marge Hinman
Betty Smith
Betty Parrish
Barb Hendon
Jeanette Williams .

19

627

28 25
- 21 SO
21 30
20 32

528

Houston

2
13

245
238

32

444

5
9%

33

17

:21

'414

23

541,

.17

Phoenix(

3329

442

II

23

30

414

11 ,5.

.17

35

:127

17

Golden State
San laeatt

810
804
572
715
706
684

175
171
170
189
168

baseman

Gus

and Al Nipper

I /emus Burtt,
zand Brian Denman
hers

rw,

Cleveland 104

Phoenix 90
Milwaukee 107 Indiana 91

CHICAGo WHITE SOS - Sent

Dallas 119 Philadelphia 118 21,!
Seattle 116 Nashington att

Thursday s Games

errs

Kciosman

pitcher

to

the

Philadelphia
as the player
1,, he named later fur Ron Reed 'pit
. her
Signed Greg Walker
first

Indiana at New York

to a two year I ontract
151 dANS - An

Utah sit Kansas Citi.

ci,E‘ ELAN'I

Atlanta at Demer

*eft tF.srt Gabe Paul

Boston at Golden State

and

Houston at San,I iiego

the

Fryday's Games

president

tuel exe,salase. has taken out
thine, it treasurer

anted

Jason Rosenthal assistant

New Jersey at Philadelphia

SEW Antonio at

Sttt 51„%t - REE

Chicago

11

l'hoenix at Dallas

385

121i

Utah at Milwaukee

385

1 2.,

Denver at Los Angeles

-

Boston at Se ••• •

Washington al

1.-4REA4,Eit5

Tiirrt Cat-1,110in
CrtilIs
pitchers

_

and Jain,

MINNESOTA TWINS - .Agree,l

aillanit

1,0, a it Ii
- an

Kent

Hrbek

firs!

on a one year t ontract

College Basketball Results

277

277
288
264

third

Itirgess outfielder

New Jerse:, 1us

412

660

BASEBALL
American League
ii ItlTu iN RE I I sOX - Signed
(1Ienn Hoffman shortstop Wade
Wiggs

Wednesday's Games
San Antonio 114

-

Pacific Division
tin Angeles

Portland
Seattle

231

893
864

Transactiont

483

Magic Tri

So,let I , 3 •
sari, ruiners

238

• Your discount • arts su • ermart
Do it yourself. save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

250

Dallas

I ,
-

Bill 1.14.Cfrthy
Tim Haran
Earnie Royal
(hock I1ennington
Women
*Pat McCarthy
Karen Harp
Pat Kidd

leoShack

281
287
260

t

Sweden
Silver

High Team Series (Her
Trani No 7
2472
Team No. 6
,
.2439
Team No. 8
2421
High Ind. Game ISC)
Men

Iiietroar

I'hristoplin r I dill

I ,000-Meter
Gold - Gartan Boucher, Canada
Silver - Serge' Khlebnikov
Soviet l'nion
Bronze - Kai Arne Engelstad
Norway
5.000-Meter
Gold - T0111.1, Ilaatafa

No 2
35% 40%
No 1
35
45
No 5
33
47
No 4
32
40
High Team Game • SC •
Team No 6
683
Team No 2
658
Team No 7
.648
•
High Team Game HCi
Team No. 8
879
Team No. 7
858
Team No. 5
852
High Team Series 1SC1
Team No. 2
1877
Team No. 6
1889
Team No 7
1803

High Ind Game 1HC •
Men
Tim Haran
Chuck Pennington
Dan Cross
Women
Pat Kidd
Karen Harp
Pat Pearson
High Ind. Series 1SC)
Men
Earnie Royal
BW McCarthy
Jim Herndon
Women
Pat McCarthy
Pat Kidd
Karen Harp
High Ind Series i HC
Men
Earnie Royal
BW McCarthy
Mike Boggess
Women
Pat McCarthy
Glenda Herndon
Pat Kidd
High Averages
'
Men
Earnie Royal
Bill McCarthy
Jim Herndon
Women
Pat McCarthy
Karen Harp
Pat Kidd

stop a Florida State
comeback.
Tim McCalister hit a
pair of free throws with
al astoondis left.to boost
O klahoma'over
Oklahoma State
O klahoma AllAmerican Wayman
Tisdale preserved the
t'ictory with eight
seconds left when he
blocked a jump shot by
Oklahoma State's Joe
Atkinson

SCOREBOARD

Kenlake Foods

lit 4,112e -

Silver

Japan
Bronze
Canada

wanted me to take Ew- points, Kenny Patterson
ing out when he got his had 15 and Kevin
third, but I wanted to go Holmes netted 12 as the
with him," Thompson Blue Demons raised
said. "I thought about it. their _record to isr_L
but decided to stay with
Keith Lee scored 23
him I like him much points and grabbed 13
better on the floor than rebounds to lead Memby my side."
phis State over Florida
Freshman Dallas State. Lee hit a field
Comegys came off the goal and four free
bench to score a career- throws in the final four
high 32 points, powering minutes of the game to
DePaul past Loyola. help Memphis State
Tyrone Corbin added 18 break a 63-63 tie and

Local Bowling

Olympic Medals Update
Olympic Medalists
SARAJEVO. Yugoslavia i Al'I Medal winners in the XIV Olympic
Winter Games, through
Wednesday
ALPINE
Men
Giant Slalom
Gold -- Max Julen Switzerland
Silver - Jure Frank°,
Yugoslavia
Bronze - Andreas Wenzel
Liechtenstein
Women
Giant Slalom
„Gold - Debbie Armstrong.
trilled States
Silver - Christin Cooper, United
States
. Bronze - Perrine Helen. France
NORDIC
Men
15-Km Cross Country
Gold - Gunde Svan, Sweden
Silver - Aki Karvonen. Soviet
Union
Bronze - Barn Kirvesniemi,
Finland
30-Km Cross-Country
Gold - Nikolaj Zimiatov.'Soviet
Union
Silver - Alexandre LavIalov.
Soviet Union
Bronze - Gunde Anders Swan.
Sweden
10-Km Biathlon
Gold - Eirik Kvalfoss. Norway
Silver - Peter Angerer. V.
Germany
Boanze - Matthias Jacob E
Germany
20-Km Biathlon
Gold - Peter Angerer. Vi'
Germany
Silver - Frank-Peter Roetsch.
E Germany
Bronze - Fink Kvalfoss,
Norway
Nordic Combined
Gold - Tom Sandberg. Norway
Silver - Jouko Kanalainen.
Finland
Bronze - Jukka Ylipulli, Finland
Ski Jumping
70-Meter
Gold - Jens Wetssflog. E.
Germany
Silver - Matti Nykaenen.
Finland
Bronze - Jan i Pulkkonen.
Finland

22nd for Georgetown,
which lost to the
Wildcats by two points
in double overtime the
first time they met this
season.
Georgetown Coach
John Thompson stuck
with Ewing, even
though the 7-foot center
had two early fouls and
got a third with time
running out in the first
half.
'My assistant's

College Basketball
Wednesday's Scores
EAST
Bucknell 1(4, Delaware 62
Connecticut 79, Seton Hall 57
Drexel 65, Hofstra 47
Fairfield 79, Army 71
Georgetown 59. Villanova 48
Harvard WI. Brandeis 31
boa 90, Holy Cross 79
La Salle 78, Manhattan 62
New Hampshire 77, Boston 1.1. 70
Siena 90. Long Island U. 88
St Peter's, N J 45, Fordham 12
Vermont 82, St Michael's, Vt 73
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Mercer 97. Georgia St
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Northeastern
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Michigan 65 Ball St 58
Kansas 67 Nebraska 66,

74
Virginia Tei h 56. Virginia 5-4

Sk. Clemson

Michigan

Cleselancl St 92 Vi Illinois 76
I iayton 77 Butler 76. OT

70

Carolina St

Wake Forest
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53
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Kansas St

74 Colorado 84
Miami Ohio 60, No Illinois
Minnesota
67
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SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 55 Texas Christian 5-

Missouri 64

51

Iowa St 61
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COME SEE HOW OUR IRA
GIVES YOU OVER 50WAYS
TO BUILD AMORE
INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT
At our free seminar you'll discover the more than 50 investments available for a Merrill Lynch IRA And how your Account
Executive can help you choose the program that fits your
individual financial position and temperament cautious,
aggressive or anywhere in between
Well explain how you can move in and out of any of our
IRA investments as your goals and economic conditions
change And how your Account Executive can help you make
the right move at the right time to take advantage of new
opportunities and keep pace with changing needs
For an IRA that's individually designed right now, and can
be altered and expanded as time goes on. don't miss our free
seminar Reserve your place now by calling the number or
mailing the coupon below

OffNIAWN

I

_DATE: Thursday. February 23rd
TIME: 700 p m
PLACE: Murray State University - Student Center
The Mississippi Room, Murray
Mail to Merrill Lynch 502 Broadway Paducah KY 42001
For reservations call Teresa Pugh at 15021 442-700()
Yes I plan to attend your free seminar on the differences in IRA plans
Please reserve
seatisi for your seminar •
.I No I cannot attend Send me your free booklet on an IRA plan that can truk
reflect my individual needs and goals
Name
Address
City
Rome
Phone

State
Business
Phone

Zip

Mernll Lynch customers please give name and office ackir.aw
1

MURRAY DATSUN
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TONIGHT
MSU RACERS
HOST
AKRON

P

• Racer Illustrated

ii

SATURDAY NIGHT
MSU RACERS
HOST
YOUNGSTOWN
STATE

Starting time for bother games
Is 7:30 p.m. at Racer Arena.
Ticket Windows open at 5 p.m.

iAI
ed t
to ji
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C
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Lady Racer Karen Hubert is
ranked among the nation's
leaders in rebounds, grabbing
11.1 per game. In Murray State's
83'09 win over Mississippi College
Monday night, Hubert scored a
career-high 30 points.

Akron's Joe Jakubick is the nation's leading scores with a 29.4
points per game average. In his
last four encounters with the
Racers. Jakubick has averaged
34.7 points a game.

Prii
Mi
Indt
Air
App
Amu

1Listen to the Murray State
men's games on the Racer Sports
-Network, WNBS-AM (1340) and
WAAW-FM (103.7)

Youngstown State features the
second leading blocked shot artist
in the nation of a year ago, 7-1
center Ricky Tunstall. This year,
Tunstall leads the 0%1'in rejections with 68 in 22 games, for an
average of 3.1 per contest. Teammate Bruce Timko is the top
assist man in the conference.
with an average of 5.7 per outing.

Watch the Ron Greene Show
Sunday night at 10:30 p.m. on
WPSD-TV Channel 6 in Paducah,
Ky.

The Lady Racers, winners of
five of their last six games, host
the Lady Zips on Thursday and
Youngstown State on Saturday.
Starting time for both games is 5
p.m.

Probable Starting Lineup

Dup
For.
G.A
Gen
Gen
Goo
Goo
Gull
Hon
Car.

Akron (8-14. 3-7)
No Name
Yr. Ht.
Avg. Pos.
35
Jamie Suthers
Jr. 6-6
5.0
F
51
Darius Moss
So. 6-8
1.2
F
00
Bryan Roth
JR. 6-8
14.9
C
25
Russell Brown
Fr. 5-11
4.7
G
31
Joe Jakubick
Sr. 6-5
29.4
G
Head Coach: Bob Rupert (Ohio Northern. 1953)

Probable Starting Lineup
Murray State (12-9, 5-4)
No. Name
Yr. Ht.
Avg. Pos.
21
Craig Talley
Jr. 6-4
10.4
F
35
Vada Martin
Jr. 6-7
10.2
F,
50
Mike Lahm
Jr. 6-10
8.3
C
10
Lamont Sleets
Sr. 5-10
18.3
G
22
Brian Stewart
Sr. 6-2
8.7
G
Head Coach: Ron Greene (Murray State, 1982)

Probable Starting Lineup
Murray State has demonstrated a balanced scoring attack in recent games. In three of their last
four contests,
the Racers have placed four or more placers in double figures Forward Craig Talley has shown
dramatic improvement In his past four games, the 6-4 junior collete transfer has averaged 14.3
points.

Thorobred Computers

Twin Lakes is Proud To Annouce
Our appointment as an Authorized
Sales Agent for Xerox in Murray, KY.

Olympic Plaza
Featuring:
Franklin Ace Computers

We're pleased to announce that we have been
selected as an Authorized Sales Agent for the popular
line of Xerox desk top copiers, portable copiers and supplies. Our customers are assured of quality service
directly from Xerox.
Call for a free demonstration and see just how much
a Xerox copier can do for you.

The Apple Compatible with more features
than Apple.

DEC Rainbow by Digital
The IBM Compatible that out performs
IBM.

NEC Portable
The Computer that weight 3.5 lbs. but
performs a ton of work.
Franklin Ace,
DEC, IBM 8. Apple
are Register
Trademarks

Authorized
Xionm Salon

XEROX.

Twin Lakes Office
Products Inc.

114 Main Street

IDEAL
T.V. & Appliance Rental
Chestnut Hills Shopping Plaza

RENT-TO-OWN

T WIN
24 HOUR

We Have TVs, Stereos, VCR's,
Washers, Dryers, Refrigerators, Living
Room, Bedroom & Dining Room Suites
& Microwave Ovens!
•No Credit Checks
•Free Delivery
•Lease Purchase Plan

753-0570

I
1.•

CI
a .4..

Hwy. 641 North
Central Center

WAI:MART

When you qualify as a preferred rusk for State Auto
Companies special Medalist Auto Policy, your
rates won't go up with your first accident.
Unlike similar policies that require three years of
policy ownership. the Medalist allows this
exemption immediately.

The Medalist recognizes the older, safer driver with substantial rate
reductions and broader coverage Rate reductions begin as early as age 25 and
are particularly attractive for the 45 to64 year old

YOU BETTER
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
Tins
liallarlaa
Awssurbs

Best of Luck
Racers!

•

a. a

2 TRUCKS TO SERVE

We Rent
Weekly, Monthly,
or By Semester

Check Our Rates Before Your Rent

We'll
overlook
your first
accident

753-0123

No. Name
Yr. Ht.
Avg. Poe.
22
Ray Robinson
Jr. 6-7
12.5
F
45
Troy Williams
Jr. 6-7
11.4
F
50
Ricky Tunstall
Sr. 7-1
10.8
C
5 Kevin Cherry
Jr. 6-1
8.3
G
20
Bruce Ttmko
So. 5-11
11.7
G
Head Coach: Mike Rice (Duquesne, 1962)

753-9132
P.1,aata
753-1134 751-101

McCLARD S SHELL

If you have a safe driving record, see Just how low your car insurance
premium can be with the Medalist Auto Policy from State Auto Insurance
Companies
Call us about this car insurance breakthrough for safe dnvers

PURDOM & THURMAN
INSURANCE State Auto Insurer

A4eP'esen"

' MP
Masses Ferguson

St ) es Tractor &
Implement Co.
Industrial Rd.

D&W AUTO INC.
We Carry Auto Parts
For Domestic &
Foreign Cars

Daily Schedule Service
Package Express
also

CHARTER SERVICE

belcher oil co.
lo

We Have A
Complete Glass Shop
And A
Complete Automotive
Machine Shop
512 S. 12th
Murray, KY
753-4563

Seafood Buffet

('4

753-1319

Go Get'Em Racers

4%'‘

Saturday Night
Country Style Buffet

Sunday Noon Buffet
Deluxe Buffe

KEN LAKE STATE
PARK
DINING ROOM
Hwy. 94
Auror

Murray
Electric
System
401 Olive

753-5321

474-2211

WHERE'S EVERYONE GOIN?
Meet
Barbara Erwin
Of The
Home Team.

Quality Petroleum
Products

Call Her For
All Your Real Estate Needs
AN You Can Eat Fish Dinners

753-2321

**--‘---*

a

apt

753-0212

Friday Nights

t'iz•

HWY 80
HARDIN, KY

PHONE
502-437-4871

MURRAY
AUTO PARTS
INC.

605 Maple Street
Phone 7534424
Murray, Kentucky
001111 Forgot Our Complote
Machine & Radiator Sloops

• .•-•—•• -
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Judge overturns verdict on evangelist charged with disorderlysonduct
EVANSVILLE, Ind.
i AP — A judge has ruled there is no evidence
to justify the conviction
of an evangelist on
disorderly conduct
charges for inciting a
crowd w ith his
preaching.

anderburgh
Superior Court Judge
Thomas Swain overturned a jury's verdict
Tuesday. ruling that
James Gilles of
Evansville was not
unruly at the time of his
arrest last year at a

civic club fair.
Gilles. 21. was arrepted after crowds
gitnered around him
began shouting obscene
language and throwing
things at him.
He was convicted on
two counts of digorderIN•

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
Prices furnished by%
Michigan
Industrial Average
Air Products
•
Apple Computer
American Telephone.
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
G.A.F. ,
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Home Health
Care America

First

of

-2.51
41% -%
247
/
8 -%
16% +'4
29 +%
44% +'4
39% + 1/
4
15% unc
70% unc
31
32% +%
26% -14
54% -1%
+%

IBM
Jerrico
J.C. Penney
Kmart
Mary Kay Com
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau
A.L.Williams

109%
14
51%
31%
13%
36
,58%
36%
5%
39%
36
32%
19
18%
8%

C.E.F. Yield

-%
unc
-%
unc
-%
-1
/
4
-%
-%
-%
+%
+%
+'4
-%
unc
-14
9 15

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS

MUNICIPAL BONDS

MUTUAL FUNDS

MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

conduct by a jury Jan.
30. Swain sentenced himMonday to SI and court
costs on each charge.
but stayed the fine while
considering a defense
motion to reyerse the
verdict. The fines were
dropped 'after the
judge's decision
Tuesday.
Swain said the
evidence did not show
Gilles to be guilty.
"The evidence was a
single unamplified voice
on a blocked-off public
street in the early evening," Swain wrote.
This was in competition with amusement
rides, crowd .noise, a
show and many and
varied food and nonfood promotiort"The noise may have
been embarassing to
some — religious subjects often are — but
there is little or no
evidence it was
unreasonable noise
when placed within the
setting in which it
occurred."
Swain said he chose
not to reverse the verdict on First Amendment grounds. although
Gilles' lawyer had

argued It violated his
constitutional free
speech guarantee.
''There may be .times
when speech and
religion could infringe
upon some -more important rights such as the
right to privacy in our
homes:" he wrote.
Vanderburgh County
Prosecutor Robert
Pigman now has the
choice of either retrying
the case, dismissing., it
or appealing Swain's
ruling.
Pigman was in court
Wednesday and could
not be immediately
reached for comment.
• Gilles. a member of
Ev.ans-ville•s
Gethsemane Church
who _cla ms to have

preached independently
on more than 100 college
campuses. said he has

been arrested 10 times
while preaching and had
been convicted by a jury

once before. He said
that ruling is now under
appeal.

Load Your Wagon With Bargains
From

Murray Wholesale Outlet
Men's Boots
Western

Big Selection Blouses $10.00
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Car Rental
Call:
Gene
Buhmann

-0..

We Nave Jo ging
•

La les Lee 'trete Jeans
$22.0

•;
•
••
Open
6 Days

yr\

T7111111EITrit Irr-i
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Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
753-2617

10.90

is

,
a

Miless's

•unso• Sian Jecan
Loo-Calrin Klein,

Down To ' price

.Mrdoche

-Alway's Low Prices At Our Store

cA:ko NEW WAY

LEASE

The new way to own a car. Anyone can now afford to Lease a Chevy or any new car from
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Leasing. Whether you are a milk man, postman, lawyer or indian
chief you are eligible to lease from us. No matter where you live, we can help you. Phone
collect and ask for Gene Buhmann. Plus we'll purchase your old used car.
'84 CHEVROLET CELEBRITY 2 DR.

'84 CHEVROLET
CAVALIER 4 DR.

'84 CHEVROLET
CHEVETTE 2 DR.

$15717

Per Month*
Air Conditioning, Power Steering, Power
Brakes, Automatic Transmission, Tint Glass,
SW Tires.

'84 CHEVROLET
CAMARO
Per Month*
Automatic Transmission, Air Conditioning,
Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Tint Glass, WSW Tires, Bucket Seats.

$11508

Per Month*
Automatic Transmission, Tint Glass, WSW
Tires, Hatchback, Fold D.own Rear Seat.
Bucket Seats.

'84 CHEVROLET
CORVETTE

$ 16233 Per Month*
Air Conditioning, Power Steering, Power
Brakes, Automatic Transmission, Tint Glass,
WSW Tires, Bucket Seats, Console.

'84 CHEVROLET MONTE CARLO

'84 CHEVROLET
/
3
4 TON VAN
$ 16627 Per Month*
Air Conditioning, Power Steering, Power
Brakes, Automatic Transmission, Cloth
Seats, Tint Glass, WSW Tires.

Per Month'

$16793
'84 FULL SIZE
CHEVROLET PICK-UP

'84 CHEVROLET
S-10 PICK-UP

Per Month*
Automatic Transmission, V8 Engine, Power
Steering, Power Brakes, Sliding Or Split Side
Door, Radial Tires.

Per Month*
Air Conditioning, Power Steering
Power Brakes, Automatic
Transmission, Cloth
Seats, Tint Glass,
WSW'-,Tires.

$1407°

Per Month*
8' Bed, Air Conditioning, Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Automatic Transmission.

Per Month*
4 Speed Manual Transmission, 4 Cylinder
Engine, Disc Front Brakes, Radial Tires.

BASED ON 48 MONTHS CLOSED END LEASE PLUS TITLE, TAXES. AND LICENSE FEE!

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
U.S. 641
•

So.

Murray

753-2617
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NOTICE
Pursuant to Chapter 444 of Kentucky
Revised Statutes, notice is hereby given that
elections for the position of Board of Directors of the Coldwater, Kirksey, Jackson,
Calloway, Harris Grove, and Lynn Grove
Fire Protection Districts in Calloway County, Kentucky, will be held on Saturday,
February 25, 1984. Each district will elect two
board members to serve a term of two and
four years respectively. The candidate
receiving the highest number of votes will
serve a four-year term and the candidate
receiving the next highest number of votes
will serve a two-year term. Persons who own
property within the boundaries of each
respective district are eligible to vote for
board members in that district.
The location of the voting place for each
district is:
Coldwater
Haneline's Grocery
Kirksey
Usrey's Grocery
Jackson
Usrey's Grocery
Calloway
Calloway County High
School Lobby
Harris Grove Crawford's Service Station
Lynn Grove
Taylor's Market
Persons nominated for election by the current Board of Trustees are as follows:
Coldwater
John Baker, Hess
Darnell, Richard
Lamb and Parvin
Miller
Kirksey
Kenneth Carson and
_Sexy Brame
Jackson
Bobby Mitchell and
Laverne Doors
Calloway '
Lubie Parrish and
Don Hale
Harris Grove
Marvin Parks, Glen
Crawford, and
Michael Keel
Lynn Grove
Gail Doran, Eddie
Workman.Johnny
Williams and Martha
Butterworth
Each voter should vote for two candidates.
The name of any other person who is a property owner within the district may be written in by the voter.
The voting will be by paper ballot and the
voting places will be open from 8:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m., Saturday, February 25, 1984.

1

Legal

Legal

FORM
THE COL WELL COMPANY
NOTICE OF SALE OF PERSONAL PROPERTY AT PUBLIC
AUCTION k,
NOTICE IS' HEREBY GIVEN that under and by virtue of the
law, of the State of Illinois and under and by virtue of the
provisions of that certain Installment Contract & Disclosure
Statement I"Security Agreement' executed by Peter Ryan
& Kathy Meade on October 2nd. 1979. which is now in
defeuri, THE COL WELL COMPANY. wiN on the 24th datof
February . 1984 at the hour of 10 00 o'clock • m . at the
premises known as Pt 1 Oilin. HI 62992 publicly offer for
sal* and soli to the highest bidder at said sale, for cash.
cashier• check or other "good" funds. the following per
sonal property which is described in said Security
Agreement
1797 Liberty. Oakbrook Mobile Horne. 60.14. Serial• OIL
14172 toward the satisfaction of the bellancis of the indebtedness now due under said Security Agreement,
amounting at the date hereof to 89.763 84. plus interest,
attorney's feet', arid costs and •xpenses of repossession and
sale, and that the rights of the above named persons in said
property will be foreclosed thereby Seller reserves the right
to bid at said sale
Suc•ssful bidder shall be at the time of saki obligated to
pay applicoble sates taxes. if any, in addition to sales price
DATED at Los Angeles, California this 3rd day of February,
1984
THE COL WELL COMPANY
By Kevin Moore
Manufactured Housing Dept

CARPORT
SALE
Prom, bridesmaid,
mother's & society
gowns. Size 5, 7, 9,
10, 12. $10450.
One
Wedding
Gown, Slip, Hat &
Veil. Size 9. $50.
Women's clothes.
Size 10. Good Condition. Other Misc.
Items.

509 S. 11th
Sat. 9-5
SHIRLEY DAVIS TAX
SERVICE now taking
appointments. Will
prepare your returns
ANYTIME! Your place
or mine. Or pickup and
deliver. No extra
charge! Federal and
Ky. short forms - $12.50
for both. Call 438-5574.

FORM B
THE COL WELL COMPANY
NOTICE OF SALE OF PERSONAL PROPERTY AT PUBLIC
AUCTION
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Illinois and under and by virtue of the
provisions of that certain Installment Contract & Disclosure
Statement (-Security Agreement") exec-utted by Ethyl.* and
Andrew Hall on October 2nd, 1978, which is now in delsoft.
THE COL/NELL COMPANY, will on the 24th day of February.
1984 at the hour of 1000 o'clock a.m.. at the premises
known as At 1 UNin. IN 62992 publicly offer for sale, and
seN to the highest bidder at said salts, for cash, cashier's
check or other -good" funds. the following personal pro•
pony which is described in said Securhy Agreement
1979 Liberty, Oakbrook Mobile Home. 60.14. Serial .OIL
14172 toward the satisfaction of the balance of the In
now due under said Socirrfty Agreement,
amounting at the date hereof to 49.783.84, plus interest,
attorney s fees, and costs and expenses of repossession and
sale, and that the rights of the above-narried persons in said
property will be foreclosed thereby Seller reserves the right
to bid at said sale
Successful bidder shall be at the tkne of sale obligated to
pay applicable sales taxes. if any, in addition to sales price.
DATED at Los Angeles. California this 3rd day of February.
THE COL WELL COMPANY
1984
By Kevin Moore
Manufactured Housing Dept

2

* ***
Happy
BirthdayOne Day Early
Morn!
Lisa 8: Laura
****

2.Notice

Notice

TAXES filed. Short
Forms $7.50 for federal
and state, Itemized
$15.00. Now offering in
home service for shutins. Call Joyce Noel Tax
Service at 489-2440 for
appointment.

Watch
For The
Band
Wagon

TAE SECRET OF LIFE
IS TO PANE, AROUND
PEOPLE LONO DON'T
KNOW THE DIFFERENCE!

2.Notice

Read
the
Classified
Section For
Bargains
Everyday

OR WHATEVER
a

2.Notica

Dance To
liaDixie Breeze
Saturday
Feb. 18th
urray Eagles
for members
and their
guests
MALE, in 405, like
dining out, opera,
ballet, sailboats, golf,
world travel. Would like
to meet interesting
female with similar
likes. Send resumes
with current picture to
Route 1 Box 519-A,
Springville, TN. All
inquiries strictly
confidential. Bill B.

Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Bulck
CAUGHT by a surprise
PREGNANCY?
Worried, depressed,confused or afraid? if
you're unsure of your
options contact Life
House. Our services are
free, confidential, and
immediate. We offer
pregnancy testing,
counseling, and medical
and financial planning/assistance. 7530700.
COOKIE Grams make a
great gift for any occasion. Have one delivered with a special
message. Call 753-0294
for more information.
JUDY Williams Tax
Service. Call for appointment anyUme. 4382524.
LIFE House Crisis
Pregnancy Center
needs volunteer Christian counselors. Training will be provided by
Life House. For more
Information contact the
center at 7534700.
3. Card of Thanks

idaliAka

11111111111111
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'il 1994 unaed Feature Syndicate Inc

COULD YOU REPEAT
THE QUESTION?

COULD YOU

REPHRASE
THE QUESTION?
V
y.

%

112.....

WHAT IF DEIN& FAT WERE
CONSIDERED ATTRACTIVE?

---- --------'--,-- WI-1AT PO YOU MEAN
"WHAT IF,"BOZO?

CARD OF
THANKS
The family of
Jimmy Cooper is so
very appreciative
to all our many
friends and family
who took time from
their
busy
schedules to visit
the funeral home,
send food, cards
and flowers to
cheer us and offered your prayers
so that we might be
comforted during
the loss of our loved
one.
Thanks and We
Love You One and
All.
6. Help Wanted
BABYSITTER wanted
at Go For It! 9-10a.m.,
two-five mornings a
week. 753-2784.
BARTENDER and cook
needed at 841 Club for
day shift. Only dependable work hardIng
need apply. Call 901-8423088.

rutc-iir7=5E-Mir-

tact Lakehaven Health
Care Center, Benton,
Ky. 527-3298.
NEED babysitter from
2-12 for 3 yr. old. Call
759-1068 after 3p.m.
RESPONSIBLE nonsmoker to care for new
born and toddler in my
home approximately 25
hrs. per week. 753-7351.
WANTED assistant
administrator for 140
bed facility. Health care
experience required.
Mail resume to Dianne
DeSpain. P.O. Box 325.
Mayfleld, Ky. 42066.
WANTED full time RN.
Busy office needs mature responsible RN
who enjoys working
with people and meeting new challenges.
Excellent hours,
weekends off. Send
resume to P.O. Box 1040
M Murray Ky.

EEZ!
3 A.M. ANC,
I-IE WANTS

TRICKS

HONEY MY NECK IS
CRAMPS°.I NEED
A MASSAGE

NOW MINE'S
CRAMPED
AGAIN

9. Situation Wanted
BErE-NDABLE
housekeeper available
Thursdays only. Call
after 4p.m. 750-9737.
MOVED to Farmington, Ky. from
Dallas. 25 yrs. experience. Purchasing,
manufacturing and
supervisory positions.
Experienced in MRP
systems and related
systems. Will consider
any position related or
unrelated to my experience.
Knowledgeable-lumber,
steel, metal fabrication.
manufacturing.
Unrelated-will be interested in established
route sales. Resume
furnished. Salary open.
502-345-2038.
NURSES aid will sit
with handicapped or
elderly. Prefer midnights or afternoons.
328-8343.
RESPONSIBLE mother
wants to babysit in her
home. 3 years experience.
s
92.
stayWIL
in home
elderly lady or couple. I
am dependable and
have references. Call
after 4p.m. 1-443-6798.
10. Business Opportunity
COMMERCIAL building (4000 sq. ft.) and lot
in good location. Plenty
of storage, 3 offices, and
2 bay garage. Owner
would also consider
lease. Call KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.
•
WedgCor, INC will be
awarding dealership in
area soon. Great Profit
potential selling steel
bldgs for one of the
fastest growing Metal
Bldg. organizations in
the country. To apply
call WedgCor INC. (303)
759-3200.
Own
a
beautiful
Children's shop. Offering the latest in
fashions. Health Tex hod - Levi - Lee - Chic Buster Brown and many
more. Furniture and accessories by Gerber and
Nod -A -Way.
$14,900.00 includes
beginning inventory training - fixtures - grand
opening promotions.
Prestige
Fashions
501-329-8327.
1 1 . Instruction
PIANO, Guitar or voice
lessons. $30 per month.
Certified teacher with
Master's Degree in
Music. 753-3728.
14. Want to Buy
ED"S Sanitation and
Recycling. We buy
aluminum cans and
pick up. 25 cents a lb.
438-2658.
OLD table model radio,
wood cabinet. Call 7533842 day, 753-5738 night.
USED electric glove
and refrigerator. 7599853.
WANT to lease, dark
fired air cured and
Burley tobacco base.
435-4692.
15. Articles for Sale
14 CARAT diamond
ring, appraised at
$1,600. Best offer. 7591831.
CAMOUFLAGE army
pants and shirts.
Throwing stars and non
chuks. Jerry Sporting
Goods, 6th and Walnut.
Mayfield, Ky.
FORMAL prom dresses
for sale. 1 blue size 7, 1
apricot size 7. 759-1723.
MADDEN Latex Walt
and Ceiling paint, $5.99
gallon or $25.99 for a 5
gallon can. You can get
this at Black's Decorating Center, 701 S. 4th
St., phone 753-0839.
16. Home Furnishings
3 PC. living room suite.
753-5483.
ANTIQUE Chestnut
Icebox, Oak kitchen
cabinet. Oak buffet, Ice
Cream table and chairs.
759-4524 between 4:307:30p.m.
rtROWN Plaid couch
with matching love
seat, $70. Call 750-9884
after 5p.m.
KOLLER 2 cushion
brown sofa with chair.
Replacing with sofa
bed. $66. 753-9672.
TWIN beds, solid
maple, box springs and
mattresses. Both can be
bunked. White dresser
and white chest. 4382252.
19. Farm Equipment
TRACTOR tires, new
and used. Kough
Equipment. 382-2207.

STAFF
PHARMACIST
218 Bed

'a

Hospital is seeking

clinically oriented professional in terested in IV additives and unit
dose systems. Excellent salary

and fringe benefi.t§. Can arrange
flexible hourS. Contact Personal
Director, Murray-Calloway County Hospital, Murray, Ky.,
502-753-5131.•

19. Farm Equipment t
1966 MASSY FERGbSON 35 vvith 5 pieces of
equipment $4,500. 1979
Yamaha 660 very good
condition, low mileage.
Call 435-4398.

3.21
with :
bathe
unfurr
759-17
night
refers

•-*

171511

ntals.
753-321

2 2 . Musical
tiALtiWIN Pianos,
organs. Player pianos.
Used piano and organs.
Your complete music
store. Lonardo Piano
Co. next to Penney's,
Paris, Tenn.
CLARINET 100 Signet,
Selmer. 762-6102.
PEEVEY Sound
System has 12 channel
mixing board. 15''
speakers with horns.
Monitors and snake, 9
microphone, 5 stands.
System is 2 years old
and is good for church
or school. Will take half
price. Call James Ray
Hamilton, 753-9400.

MET

home,
air. PI

29. HI

rrrt

Frank
new. $

IZEITT

7,200
BTU
$119.91
for o
Wall
Paris

30. B

24. Miscellaneous

Ste
V

Want to buy.
Standing timber
of any kind. J.L.
McKnight
and
Sons Saw Mill.
753-7328.

32. A

TIT°,

$170. 71

15/15E1

1976 MARKS Hydraulic
Dump Trailer. Call
759-4019 after 5p.m.
7 FT. Ferguson pickup
dish, $300 firm. Call
after 4p.m. 759-4638.
FIBERGLASS well
cover, $125. Call 4365439.
FIRE Wood. Seasoned
oak, tree trimming and
removing hedges and
shrubs. Free estimates.
753-5476.
rOR Systematic home
Bible studies with beautifully illustrated
charts. Call 759-1602. No
cost or obligation.
1AARTIN Houses. 6 rm.
$22.99, 12 rm. $33.99, 18
rm. $44.99, 24 rm. $59.99.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tn.
MEN'S 28'' manual
bicycle and women's
26" 3 speed bicycle. $65
for both. 437-4545.
RUNNING boards,
matching splash
guards, diamond pattern for Ford Pickup.
759-1520.
SATELLITE
SYSTEMS. 11 ft. dish.
Drake receivers. $2,195
installed. 436-2835.
SEASONED Oak
firewood Jor sale.
$20/rick. You pick up.
Call 437-4829.
SEASONEIT Nickliry, •
oak, mixed hardwoods,
$30/rick delivered.
Min. order-2 ricks. Call
John Boyer at 753-0338.
TRI-STATE Satellite
Sales. 11 ft. system
completely installed,
$1,785. We service *hat
we sell. 901-642-0295, 315
Tyson Ave., Paris,
Tenn.
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25. Business Services

Richard W. Jones
Tax Service
Confidential professional
service. 95 in accounting
with 13 years experience
In preparing personel,
form
and
business
returns.
94 West and
Oaks Id.
Cell 753-3215 for ap•
pointatent day or night.

MIKE

HODGE'S

TAX SERVICE

Fou

7 years of experience
preparing individual,
business, partnership,
and corporate returns.
Low rates & hundrdds of
satisfied clients. Now
preparing returns. Day
or night call 759-1425
for appointment.

DIE

27..Mobile Homes for Sale
12x60 2 BR turn shed
mobile home, central
heat and air. Call
753-4808 after 3:30p.m.
14x70 NORRIS mobile
home. 2 BR, 1 bath, all
electric. 3 ton air conditioner. Furnished.
$11,500 or best offer.
Call 763-5029 before 3;
after 4p.m., 753-8290.
1072 ATLANTIC, 12:015
partly furnished, sitting
on acre lot. Will rent lot,
$40 month. Set up ready
to move into. Call
753-6467.
1974 14x70 AQUARIUS,
3 BR, 11
/
2 bath, unfurnished. 753-8810 or
753-4589.
NrtrgT-Wrii9
1 -3
BR Atlantic, large living room, kitchen and
bath, 'stove and refrigerator stay.
Washer/dryer hookup,
central heat and air.
Call 437-4566 after 6p.m.
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28. Mobile Homes for Rent
12 x
i
"I: 9,
natural gas heat, nice,
near University, 7533895 after 5 pm.
1 OR 2 BR mobile home.
nicely furnished, electric or natural gas
heating. Shady Oaks.
758-5209.
BR mobile home, 1106'
deposit, $100, per month.
On 841, 1 mile south of
Almo Heythts. 7511-5413.
1 BR trailer, $106
mouth, $00 deposit. Call
436-2177.

For
Cirol

bath, $160 month. Call
703.46111.
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28. Mobile Homes for Rent

34. Houses for Rent

3 - 2 BR mobile homes. 1
with 2 baths, 1 with PA
baths. Furnished or
unfurnished. Please call
759-1791 days, 753-3283
nights. Must furnish
references.
MOBILE Home Rentals. $95 and up. Call
753-3280.
NICE furnished mobile
home, central heat and
air. Phone 438-5894.

3 BR brick, Hwy. 280. 3
miles East of Murray.
$250 month plus deposit.
753-7852.
3 BR house in Lynnwood
Subdivision. $300 per
month plus deposit. Call
753-7133. No pets.
A COUPLE of young
ladies wants to share a
house. Located near
MSU and downtown
with 1 or 2 other ladies.
Call Rebekah. 759-4172
or 753-6577.
29. Heating and Cooling
LOW UTILITIES,
PREE standing natural gas heat, inFranklin fireplace, like sulation TVA stannew. $75. 438-2684.
dards, 2 BR brick.
kEROSENE Heaters. COLEMAN R.E. 7537,200 BTU $69.99. 9,300 9898.
BTU $89.99. 19,500 BTU NICE older house near
$119.99. We stock wicks Court Square. Gas heat.
for over 40 brands. $150 with deposit. Call
Wallin Hardware, 753-1513 after 4p.m.
Paris.
TWO bedroom house in
Hardin. 759-1417,
30. Business Rentals
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37. Livestock-Supplies
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

32. Apts for
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38. Pets-Supplies
PEG'S Parlor. All
breed dog grooming.
753-2915. 9-4p.m. Peggy
Gardner.

Rent

213R apt. 207 outh
$170. 753-7123.
bUF'LEX, 2 BR, 1 bath,
kitchen, den, w/d
hookup. $275. 753-9240.
DUPLEX, Northwood
Subd. 753-7853.
NICE 1 BR apt. near
downtown Murray. 7534109. 762-6650, 436-2844.
NICE 1 BR furnished
apt. low utilities. 7533949.
NICE Duplex 2 BR,
quiet private area. Call
753-3343.

Jlic
all

rm.
, 18
1.99.
re,

10 PI § for sale. Calf
489-2707 after 5p.m.

33. Rooms for

Rent

GIRL'S rooms for rent.
One block from University. Call 753-1812 or.
759-8580.
34. Houses for

Rent

SPRING IS HERE

GARAGE SALE
Sat. Feb. 18
8 AM 5 PM
Corner of Story &
South 11th.
SPRING FASHIONS
AFFORDABLE
Clothing-Infants, Toddlers,
girls & boys, Ladies Sizes
5-13. Mens-good variety,
Purses, Shoss-chadron's &
Ladies, Jewlety, Household
items, Decorations &
Appliances

MOVING
SALE
Shine
Thurs. & Fri.

Rain or

2 BR Brick with large
utility, range, refrigerator, garden spot.
New Providence
Community. 8 miles SE
of Murray. Married
couples only. References and deposit.
., 492-8594 after 6p.m.
3 BR brick house on 1
acre for rent with option
to bay. 489-2689.

[

41. Public Sales

1626 Main
Nic
Nacks,
glassware, over 100
dolls, chain 'saws, •
clothes, toys, lots of
misc. No sales until 8
a.m.

CD PIONEER*
CAR STEREO

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open Til 6

CATTLE SALE

tern
led,
IYhat
315
ris,

lel
mg
IC.
el.
rni

Polled Herefords. West
Ky. PHA Show and Sale,
Feb. 18th.
Show 9 A.M.
Sale 12:30 P.M.
Murray State University
Murray, Ky.
10 Bulls
40 Females

test.

Duncan Alexander
502-355-2256

1"ar

Ford Richardson

Ce
at,
ip,

Diesel Fuel Filter

of
ivy
ay
25

ic

New low Price Original
Equipment on all Ford 3
and 4 Cylinder Diesels
Produced Since 1965.

iale

iFe-d
tral
'all

•$31 9
Murray's Closest Fully Authorized
Ford Tractor Dealership

all
conLed.
ler.
3;

Sal
ling
lot,
!ady
'all

Tr a c
E
o mf.rs•

Hwy. 121 South, Mayfield
502-247-4747
\Mallow'

46. Homes for Sale
46 Homes for Sale
2 BR house. on 94 West PRICED to sell. 4 BR
Call 753-5872.
Gambrel brick home, 2
3 BR brick, great rm., bath, great room with
fireplace. 2 baths, gar- fireplace, heat pump,
age and workshop. kis -large outside shop at: on
2 large wooded lots. By
mile North. 759-4588 or
owner. $49,995. 753-1380
753-7637.
Opening Feb. 18
after 6p.m.
1!1Y OWNER, 3 bedroom
PET PEN
brick house, gas heat, gas ENJOY peaceful
Tropical Fish/Supplies
grill, central air, 1 14 country living corn
Birds/Small Animals •
bath, patio, carport, con- bined with advantages
1101 Story Ave.
crete drive, new built-in of city dwelling. ComPhone(S02)759-1322
microwave, roof ap• fortable 3 BR brick, 11
/
2
WS 10 smt.-0 p.m. Sen. 1-5
proximately 2 years old, acres, 10 min. from
double oven, other de- town. 1 1,7 baths,
sireable features, im- fireplace insert (low
43
Real Estate
mediate possession, near utilities), outbuilding,
high school, 1702 freezer, other extras.
Purdom & Thurman
Magnolia, Call 753-8960.
544,000 by owner. Call
Insurance &
PARMERS Home Ad- 762 - 6330 /work;
Real Estate
ministration inventory 435-4559/home.
properties. 2 homes, 3
Southside Court Sq.
farms. Financing to
Murray, Kentucky
q_ualified buyers 47. Motorcycles
753-4451
Ivredetermined eligilib- 1980 HONDA, CB 750F
ity not required to buy. Super Sport, low miles.
INVESTMENT OP- Let us show you these
Call 435-4326 or 435-4158.
PORTUNITY. Tax be- properties. MURRAYnefits and appreciation. CALLOWAY CO. 1980 HONDA CX500
Custom, 3,500 miles,
4 year Old duplex with REALTY. 753-8146.
water cooled, shaft
adjacent vacant lot in
Northwood Subdivision. FORMAL OR IN- drive, like new.
High quality construc- FORMAL... This is a 759-1520.
tion in excellent condi- great entertainment
tion. Continuous Occu- home. You can get in on 48. Auto Services
pancy since opened. the fun with this four
AUTO Body Repair,
753-7853.
bedroom, two bath, 114 free estimates. Beard's
story home.. Fenced Body Shop, Hardin, ky.
back patio...Truly a 437-4793.
STROUT
marvelous home for en- DODGE
REALTY
van chrome
tertaining and comforta- grill
and bumper, $75. 2
ble family living...Let's
137(24 equipment tires,
see this one today. CEN- $150
pr. Tandem Dump
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, Truck.
1971 Chevrolet
Lou Ann Philpot 753-8843
Realtors..753-1492.
all or parts. 759-1739.
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
FOR
sale by owner. 20
Joe L. Kennon 438-5676
year old brick house, 49. Used Cars
1912 Coldwater Road
314
2
miles southeast of
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Murray on 255' wide by 1967 COAVAIR, black
(5021 753-0186
150' deep lot. Large den hardtop, newly upAnytime
and kitchen with holstered, rebuilt enJOE L. KENNON
fireplace. Large living gine. Sharp! Call 753Broker
room, paved driveway, 7863 afternoons or
Licensed 8 Bonded
evenings.
good well. Ap
proximately 1500 sq. ft. 1972 PONTIAC. 400
motor and transmission
INVESTMENT OP- living area. Carport and
just been rebuilt. 753PORTUNITY. Tax be- one outbuilding. $36,500. 7385.
nefits and appreciation. Call 753-2215, ask for
1975 CHEVY Vega, good
4 year old duplex with James or call 753-8400.
adjacent vacant lot in FOR sale or trade, 3 BR condition, some rust, no
Northwood Subdivision. in Canterbury. Make dents. $500 firm. 436High quality construc- me an offer. Call 753- 2102.
1975 FIAT Convertible,
tion in excellent condi- 3672.
tion. Continuous occu- HOUSE and three acres good condition. 492-8429.
pancy since opened. in New Providence 1976 CHEVROLET
community. Gas heat, Malibu, 6 cylinder,
753-7853.
well, refrigerator, 41,xxx actual miles,
stove, air conditioner. p.b., p.s., good condition. Phone 492-8384.
492-8316 or 492-8240.
IMMACULATE CONDI- 1977 AMC Pacer, excelTION! The results of lent condition, new
hours of hard work by the tires. 759-1984.
owners are evident in this 1977 CHEVY Vega, p.s.,
ppointments made
lovely home 3 bedroom, 2 p.b., good gas mileage.
your conveor
bath. All new carpet, new Great for around town.
nience. Full time sale
drapes and freshly pain- Call 753-7863 afternoons
associates evening
ted inside and out. Nice or evenings.
patio on back... large 1077 T- IRD, good
phones.
storage area plus 2 car condition, 76,000 miles.
Amos McCarty. .753-2249
carport. For your per- $2,000. Must sell. Call
Theresa Kn4it...753-7728
sonal tour, call CEN- after 4:30, 436-5693.
Joyce Betswarth..753-9380
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, 1978 BONNEVILLE
Anna *oath...753-2477
Realtors at 753-1492.
Pontiac, low mileage,
NICE. brick 3 BR home nice car. 753-4487.
Louse Baker
753-2409
in Panorama Shores 1978 HONDA Civic, ac.,
Prentice Dunn.
753-5725
features scenic wooded low mileage, excellent
Bob Haley
489-2266
view of lake and large condition. $1,700. 753Guy Spann
753 2587
raised deck. Ideal for 0149.
those wanting year 1978 STARFIRE
G.T.,
around home at lake. red with white stripes,
44. Lots for Sale
Family room-kitchen white interior, p.s., p.b.,
LARGE lot on Beckett area enhanced by
ac., tilt wheel, autoDr. in Canterbury Subd. fireplace. Only $57,900.
matic, AM-FM stereo.
Sewer and water tap on MURRAY CALLOWAY
753-2350.
fee already paid. Call COUNTY REALTY,
1979 TRANS AM,
753-3903 after 5p.m.
753-8146.
loaded, $5,200. Call 753REAL estate is the QUALITY home in ex3635.
bases of all wealth! cellent location. 4 beStart your investment drooms, 21i baths, over 1981 CHEVY C'hevette, 4
with these 25 lots in 2700 sq. ft., low utility dr., hatchback, low
Lake Forest Subdivi- bills, wooded deck and mileage, extra clean,
sion for only $30,000. All patio plus a fenced radial tires. Call 489wooded. Surveyed and backyard. Located on 2538 after 11 a.m.
platted. Paved streets quiet residential street 1981 HONDA Accord, 4
through area. An excel- and reduced to $76,000. dr., air, p.s., p.s.,
lent investment, near KOPPERUD REALTY. Pioneer AM/FM
cassette, 5 speed, very
the lake. Roberts 753-1222.
clean, one owner. Day,
Realty, 753-1651.
STATELY two story,
753-1881. Night. 753-5289.
solid brick home that
45. Farms for Sale
offers space, comfort 1981 PLYMOUTH ReFOR sale by owner 120 and privacy. Master liant, 4 dr., p.s., p.b.,
acre farm, 814 miles bedroom has its own ac., 36,xxx actual
east of Murray on hard fireplace. First floor miles, 31 plus MPG,
surface road, 14 mile has a 24 10(15 living excellent condition. 437frontage near Ky. Lake, room, library, dining 4929.
60 acres tendable, 60 room, kitchen and util- JEEPS, Cars, Trucks
acres woods, spring fed ity. Large front porch $100, now available in
creek runs through and wrought iron fenced your area. Call 1-(619)back of farm, good well. yard add to the ele- 569-0241 for directory. 24
House has been rebuilt, gance of this home. This hrs.
also has tenant house is the home for people SHARP 1981 Grand Prix,
and 2 car garage and who hike quality. Call air, ps,pb, tilt, cruise.
other outbuilding. Price KOPPERUD REALTY, Call 753-3734 or after 5
753-2901.
753-1222.
$150,000. Call 436-5506.
35.5 ACRES, 2 miles
from Murray State Golf
Course. Call 753-2280.
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Silver
46 Homes for Sale
Closed
Closed
2 BEpROOM mostly
Yesterday 375.50
Yesterday
8.63
carpet house at Dexter
on corner lot. $8,900
Opened
Opened
437-4874.
Today
384.50
Today
9.20
3 BR, 2 bath brick, great
Up 9.00
Up
57
room, large kitchen.
Compliments of:
central gas heat, garage, fenced in back
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
yard. Located on quiet
JEWELERS -OLYMPIC PLAZA
Boulevard. Call beWe buy Gold. Silver 8 Diamonds
tween 9a.m.-5p.m. 7538261.
Hours. 10.8 Daily, 12 5 Sunday
DOG Obedience.
Classes or private. Indoor facilities. Boarding. VPF dog food
Mary Adelman.
436-2858

Auction Sale

TT,
unor

Saturday Feb. 18th at 10 a.m. Next to Methodist Church
in Kirksey, Ky. on Highway 299.
The church will sell the following building and its contents.
The building is a brick and block building. 140' long and 40' wide
with flat wood roof. It has a 8" I beam down the center, metal
windows inside and outside, side door, tri fold doors, a lot of used 4x8 paneling, like new false ceiling and new boxes of 2'x4'
panels, fluorescent lights, air conditioner, 16 church benches,
6-large picnic tables. This building will be sold in different parts
and then all together. The purchaser will have 120 days to get
what they want, then the church will clean up what is left after
one hundred and twenty days. Sale will be held rain or shine.
Not responsible for accidents. Sale conducted by

fff
llvand
raty.

air
m.

lent

753.

Dan Miller
Auction Service

me.

gas

ski.

Early Bird Spring Cleaning

SALE
TLC Cleaning Service
Introducing Our
REVOLUTIONARY NEW
CARPET DRY
CLEANING MACHINE
•Only One In This Section Of The Country
•At Least 50% Cleaner Than Old Method
•Carpet Dry in /
1 4 to
Hour
Call Today For Our low-Low

For more ig.forrnation and your reatcdon needs call 435-4144 Lynn
Grove, Ky.

nth.
1 of
B.
rig
Cell

M3E 3IE"

38. Pets-Supplies

Dan Miller -Auctioneer
Terry Paschall- App: Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded In Ky. & Tenn.
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

INTRODUCTORY PRICE
So Low -You Can Afford To KEEP Your
Carpets Clean And Prolong Their Life

n,
•--w-sessnilesselt-sne-1111,--Ms le • •

"••

161ii CITEVROLEI
Pickup truck, good
condition. Would like to
trade for small car. Call
after 5p.m. 436-2455.
1051 CHEVROLET 14
ton truck, rebuilt engine, good condition.
needs paint. $1,250. Call
after 5p.m. 753-7188.
1988 M.TSTOM1ZED VW
truck, metallic blue, ne
dual-port engine, new
tires and upholstery. tinted windows, 25 MPG,one
of a kind, Call 439-2579
also 30 crosstles, good
shape $5 each you haul.
1988 FORD Ranger,
I.w.b., p.s., p.b., etc..
automatic transmission, optional 100 gal.
fuel tank, tool box, new
radial tires, 360 motor,
excellent condition, $1,
650. 1976 Chevrolet
Silverado, 1.w.b., 454
V-8, dual tanks, p.s.,
p.b., ac., automatic,
cruise control, good
condition. $2,850. 4928425.
1978 CHEVROLET Step
Side, 4 Wheel Drive,
$4,000. Can be seen at
Ross Insurance.
1984 MAZDA Pickup,
like new, 2,500 miles.
753-7245.
5 1 . Campers
1972 22' SELF-contained
camper, excellent condition with air, awning
and other extras. Price
$3,700. Call 753-1966
after 5p.m.

53

Services Offered

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses It
stops painting
Jack Glover
753-1873
ELECTRICAL and
Plumbing. 25 years
experience. No job too
small. All work
guaranteed. Free estimates on request.
436-2218 anytime.
FAYE'S Monograms
Dixieland Shopping
Center, 753-7743
Sweaters, shirts, purses, linen, custom patches. Fast service.
Wedding
Photography
CARTER STUDIO
'i0f) MAIN: 7',3 8298

INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimates.
Mobile Home Anchors,
underpinning, roofs sealed, aluminum patio awnings, single and double
carports.
JACK GLOVER
753-1873

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
53. Services Offered
only professional Carpet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
Aluminum Service Co.
continuous local service
Aluminum and vinyl
using the most powerful
cleaning system made
Sdng. Custom trim work.
Hundreds of satisfied
References. Call Will Ed
repeat customers
Bailey, 753-0689.
Licensed and Insured
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 24
APPLIANCE SER- hour service, 753-5827.
VICE. Kenmore,
NEED work on your
Westinghouse,
trees? Topping, prunWhirlpool. 21 years
ing, shaping, complete
experience. Parts and'
removal and more. Call
service. Bobby Hopper,
BOVER'S TREE
Bob's Appliance SerSERVICE for Provice, 202 S. 5th St.
fessional tree care
753-4872, 753-8886
753-0338.
(home).
APPLIANCE repair
work all brands.
Specialize in Tappen.
Call 753-5341 or 354-8956.
Earl Lovett.
Low, Low Rates.
ELECTRICAN, 20 years
Satisfied References
experience, jobs large or
Free Estimates.
small, Free Estimates,
759-1983
Call 753-5156 after 1 PM.

53. Services Offered

53

IniontIon-Beeldoneel
CAMPBELL MU.
DRIUJING
'In
CaN
Collect
901-362-3471
of
901 3624704

C &IS
BOOKEEPING
SERVICE
Individual and
Business.
Tailored to fit
your needs.
Accounts
Receivable, Accounts Payable,
Payroll
and
Payroll taxes.
Secretarial and
Notary Service
available.

Free pickup
and delivery.

502-759-9654

Services Offered

Frs. Esonsism
PENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs
Will haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal.
Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545
or
753-6763.
TREE work, complete
removal, trimming or
topping. Experienced,
reasonable rates. 7530211.
WET BAStMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1-442-7028.

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing.
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 7536973, nights 474-2276.
GUTTnING b9' Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
ecifications. Call
&ars 753-2310 for free
estimate.

RICK'S CUSTOM
WOOD DESIGN
All types, custom
wood

We Clean With

759-

TENDER LOVING CARE

1834

References

••• ••• 0......--Misss•sk-sallloillisa
ll.111•411..111.

gm, op in se

working,

kitchen and bath
cabinets, ctunter
tops, furniture
and

furniture

'refinishing, mill
work.

PAIN ING

Quality work at
reasonable prices.

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

Rick West or Joe
Miller.

Call 435-4125
or 753-9317

a.
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716
*WINTER RATES*

57

Wanted

CANTS, 4x6. Buy year
round. Call days,
901-584-4540. Nights, 901584-4300.

First Class Repair Service

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

on Stereo's & T.V.'s
Work Guaranteed
V'V'

r I cil

of

Sour no di

222 S. 12th St.

753-5865

TDK® T-120

NEW
10 foot Satellite Antenna Kit.
Complete With Instructions
over 100 channels for your TV.
Do it yourself and save. Only
$1,295.

On Sale Only $895

Your Blank Tape Warehouse

Claytons TV
753-7575

753-7670

Make Money By Saving!

1. How can you make money?
Arts. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unnedded items that are gathering dust In your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How can you save money?
Ans. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger E. Times Is have the month of February to sell all those items you
have gathered together.
3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good In business by running your business advertising on
the
Classified Pages of the Ledger& Times during the month of February. Every fourth day your classified
ad will run FREE regardless of she. This moans that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you redeye all the usual discounts. If you are a regular
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for February you will
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone.

The Sale is open to everyone,for every section on the
classified page, small reader ads or classified display
ads as long as they meet the following requirements:
Ads must run three consecutive days.
changes will be made in copy.
,..Paid days will run first.
rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before
expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

No. Days
Paid
3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

5. What do you gain from this sal.?
Am. YOU SAVE MONEY. There Is no way you can lose If you sell the Item you advertise. You
save
money on your business edvertitrIng and gain the advantage of advertising In the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save Is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do.
CLASSIFIED AD CONTEST
In conjunction with our usual 3 plus 1 sale dbring Feb. The Classified Dept
will be
conducting a speciel contest on classified reader ads only
Everyone who mins a classified reader ad during the month will have their names
entered
into a drawing. Three names will be drawn each week Those persons whose
names are
drawn will be reinbursed for thri co* of their ad if paid or will not be charged
for it,
regardless of cost
Call in your ad new. You can save money by getting 4 days for the cost of
three and
stand a good chance of running your entire ad free. if your name isidrewn in
the contest.
•

759-
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50. Used Trucks

310 11::a

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
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THIS IS NOT A MISPRINT

OBITLIARIES
Mrs. Wheatley dies at home
Mrs. Elizabeth
Wheatley, 67, 517 South
Fourth St.. die-d
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m.
at her home.
She was a member of
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ and
-had worked at Calloway
Manufacturing Co.
Born Jan. 22. 1917, at
Buchanan. Tenn.. she
was the daughter of the
late Ed Holt and Ethel
McSwain Holt.
Mrs. Holt is survived
by her husband, Noah
Wheatley. to whom she
was married on Dec. 25,
1939; one son. Edwin
Wheatley and wife,
,Janice. Rt. 4. Paris.
Tenn.
Also surviving are two
brothers. Bill Holt.
Buchanan. Tenn., and
John Holt, Chylen,
Va
two grand.

lschemic attacks

children. Kelly
Wheatley and Scott
Wheatley_ .
The funeral will be
Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock.
Coleman Funeral
Home. John Dale will
officiate.
Nephews will serve as
pallbearers. Burial will
follow in the Mt. Zion
Cemetery in Henry
County. Tenn.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 6
p.m. today (Thursday.

SAVE

$1150"

ON THIS 40" WIDE SCREEN
COLOR TV

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I'm the carotid arteries in the tilled water.
59 years old with high blood neck he may be a candidate
Real distilled water is
pressure. I recently suffered for surgery to prevent a purified and shouldn't
conwhat my doctor called a future stroke.
tain any chemicals. By defitransient ischemic attack
You will want to read nition, water is composed of
(TIA). My son-in-law, who is about TIAs in the Health two hydrogen atoms comnot a doctor, said it's not Letter RV-4, What You Need bined with one oxygen atom.
serious. Then why did I to Know About Strokes,
spend 15 days in the hospi- which I'm sending you. Othtal? Would you explain what ers who want this issue can
a TIA is and will it return? send 75 cents with a long, (Continued
BIG 40"(dlag.)
from Page 6)
DEAR READER — Your stamped, self-addressed
PICTU
RE IN A
son-in-law may have meant envelope for it to me, in care E. Wimberley, 309
COMPA
Powell,
CT
Paris,
Tenn.;
that it doesn't cause serious of this newspaper, P.O. Box
40" Diagonal
damage to the brain. But a 1551, Radio City Station, Buddy E. Windsor, Rt.
CABINET
7;
COMPACT
TIA is serious because many New York, NY 10019.
people who have one can
Mark Glenn Adarffs,
DEAR DR. LAMB — I've
WIDESCREEN
suffer complete strokes.
been told that distilled water Rt. 5; Wallace D. ScarA transitory ischemic is good for arthritis. Then brough. Fern Terrace
COLOR TV
attack (TIA) causes the someone said distilled water Lodge; Edgar L.
same symptoms you get had all of the oxygen taken Wilson,
Rt. 5;
with a stroke. Fortunately out. Is that true? I was
Charles Darrell
the symptoms are transito- always under the impression
ry. You can have loss of that only the impurities Russell. Rt. 6; Mrs.
speech, paralysis of an arm were taken out of distilled Bessie L. Collins. 727
Nash Dr.: Durward M.
Mrs. Dulcie Farris. or leg and any of the symp- water. Please set me
WA/ MN
11111111CAST
Potts (expired) Rt. 1,
KUM COSITINK =TIMM
toms
resulting
straight
from
on
this.
a
GRUM
70, Rt. 1. Benton, died
1121:1111111111
111.Ma-IMIT
MUNI
stroke. Sometimes the sympKirksey.
CAP1111UTV
MUM
DEAR READER — All
Wednesday at 8:20 p.m.
toms and findings of a stroke water has some dissolved
at Long Term Care Unit last only
a few minutes or gas. The amount dissolved is
•Self-Contained, One-Piece Cabinet•Stereo
of Marshall County less than an hour.
Capability*• Quartz Electronic Tuning•High- Rog.
directly
related
to
the
conHospital. Benton.
Some of these are caused centration of the gas the
Definition Comb Filter s Audio/Video Input and
KAK STUMP REMOVAL
She was a member of by disease inside the carotid water
is exposed to, in this
Output
Jacks•100% Solid State Chassis
v,. stomps lap
W., ,on ,
Union Hill Church of arteries in the neck. A small case the air and atmospher
Save
fl bildlOW• Si..- qv ound.
•
ic
•Cabinet Crafted of Oak Engraved Wood
portion of a clot may break pressure. Hardly any gas is
4311.
Christ.
135 1313 or 435
Composit
ion
Board
Grovr4.
PO
Haul
Now
h.
Born Dec. 29. 1914. she off and pass through arteries absorbed into bottled disNow
$
was the daughter of the in the brain. While passing it
late Phillip Redden and may temporarily occlude
that artery and cause the
GM QUAUTI
The funeral for Mrs. Eula Redden.
Pad*
GM Lep llot On
SERVICE PARTS
symptoms.
VIM Cimino Cal Putt
Dorthy Atkins will be
1:1
Mrs. Farris is survivSome authorities think
Friday at 1 p.m. in the ed by her husband. some TIAs.
are caused by
chapel of Collier Richard Farris; one heart irregularities
that
KEYBOARD
Funeral Home. Benton. son. Jerry Lyn Farris, temporarily limit the heart's
CHANNEL
INIOGRANINAMA
MEET
TUNINGSCAN
John Hicks will Murray: two.brothers. effectiveness in circulating
CLIC TROONC
112 CHANNEL
11.1410.0 officiate.
Howard Redden. Rt. 1. blood to parts of the brain.
MAX MORRIS
II! C NANA!L
CAPABILITY
•
•X
CASSINI.in •
Regardless of the actual
Burial will follow in Benton. and Lewis Red19" Diagonal
mechanism involved anyone
COLOR Tv
the Darnall Cemetery.
den. Mayfield.
Friends may call at
Also surviving are a who has such an attack
• the funeral home.
half sister. Mrs. Leffel deserves a careful neurologGEM
Max Morris is the Sales Manager at
Mrs. Atkins. 54. Har- Henson. Florida; a half ical examination.
If a person has disease in
nue
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet. He has workt
din. died -Wednesday at brother. Ruben Redden.
25" Diagonal
4•1.
r•
COLOR
ed for Dwain Taylor for 2 Yrs. He and
a.m. at Parkview Benton; several nieces
•S.
,Po•• CoNNO,•ONKO CANnoN
Numb., Now ONLY
•
CONSOLE
C004 Coq.Antenn•
Connector•VANnut FInISS on 14
his wife Shirley live at 1711 Wells exHospital. Nashville. and nephews.
.9A-lenpaCt
ONOA
•In-Line Black Matrix Picture Tube e Sharpness
Tenn.
tendend. He has 3 children, Regina.
Services will be FriControl e Digital channel Numbers•Set-andForget Volume Control•Early American Styling
Survivors are her hus- day at 2:30 p.m. in the
Zandra & Gary. See Max for any of
Cabinet of Maple Finish on Hardwood Solids. Wood
Composition Board and Simulated Wood Accents
IN STORE FINANCING
band. Ted Atkins; two chapel of Collier
your New or Used Car Needs.
••nc ludion 42 uns“ININea cab.cnsonsis
daughters. Mrs. Trena Funeral Home. Benton.
Model
WE SERVICE
Burp° and Mrs. Docile O.D.' McKendree will
25PC4831M
NOW ONLY*598
WHAT WE SELL
Conner: two sons. Gary officiate.
Atkins and Sammy
Burial will follow in
Atkins; two sisters. the Coles Camp Ground
Mrs. Doris Johnston and Cemetery in Calloway
Dwain Taylor
Mrs. Beauton Johnson: County.
641 S. Murray
753-2617
Chevrolet
one brother._.. Howard
Across From Uncle Jeff's
Friends may call at
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
Darnall: 1 1 the funeral home after
OP.'4
753-2
617
Ott
• grandchildren.
p.m. today (Thursday).
212 EAST MAIN STREET
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners 753-1586
150

Newborns...

Mrs. Farris
dies; funeral
rites Friday

%/IR

2999"
$1150('''

Mrs. Atkins'
funeral rites
to be Friday

1 "

r

Car Rental
Call:
Gene
Buhmann

*368

DWAIN TAYLOR
SHEVR 0 LET

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV

C-HEVR 0 LET

Wiggins Furniture
(2 Miles North Of Murray—On 641 North) Will Be Clos
ed All
Day Thursday To Tag Furniture For Fri. & Sat.
Swivel
Rockers
Rog. 129.95
Sale Price

$7995

Prices Good 20 Hours Only 8 A.M. To 6 P.M.
Friday & Saturday
Beautiful
Don't Miss This Sale
Oak China
We Can Give You EZ-Terms

•`• •

Rog. 099.95
20 Hr. Salo Price

tt101"
";rum
.
11'
:..ssr,;4:
7 17..
".11161111R1111111i

9-Sofas

Reg. 749.95 This Sale $49995

Love Seats

Pine Table - 6 Chairs

Storting At

Reg. 499.95 Sale Price $28995

139

Captains Beds
$ 9995
With Mattress

4111111.

Prices Are Being Slashed To
Lowest Possible Price
In Wiggins 26 Years

••••

Queen Size
Bedding
$2
2
9
95Por Set
While They Last
Odd Sets Only

rs.1e:"11"

';.••••

3 Pc.
Bedroom
Suites

Storting Prism

11.

1 To Sell

Rattan Glass Top Table & 4 Chairs

/
1 2 Price

$

$59995

We Can Hold For Later Pickup

11:1
1:1111"

Every Item In Store On Sale
Whether Its A Bedroom Suite,
Living Room Suite
or Gun Cabinet
Don't Miss This Sale

*28995

Berkline Recliners-Rocker Or Wallow.
:
Lowest Price Ever
79 To Choose From

WIGGINS
FURNITURE
2 Miles North
On 641

Shop 10 Hours Friday and
11 Hours Saturday

